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Abstract:   
  
Cardiovascular diseases are considered the leading cause of death worldwide according 

to the World Health Organization. Heart failure is the last stage of most of these 

diseases, where loss of myocardium leads to architectural and functional decline.  

The definitive treatment option for patients with CVDs is organ or tissue transplantation, 

which relies on donor availability. Therefore, generating an autologous bioengineered 

myocardium or heart could overcome this limitation. In addition, generating cardiac 

patches will provide ventricular wall support and enable reparative stem cells delivery 

to damaged areas.  Although many hurdles still exist, a good number of researches have 

attempted to create an engineered cardiac tissue which can induce endogenous cardiac 

repair by replacing damaged myocardium.  

The present study provided cardiac patches in two models, one by a detergent coronary 

perfusion decellularization protocol that was optimized, and the other that resulted in a 

3D cell-free extracellular matrix with intact architecture and preserved s-

glycosaminoglycan and vasculature conduits.  Perfusion with 1% Sodium dodecyle 

sulfate (SDS) under constant pressure resulted in cell-free porcine scaffold within two 

and cell-free rat scaffold in 7 days, whereas scaffold perfused with 4% sodium 

deoxycholate (SDO) was not able to remove cells completely.  Re-reendothelialization 

of tissue vasculature was obtained by injecting human microvascular endothelial cell 

and human fibroblast in 2:1 ratio in a dynamic culture. One-week later, CD31 positive 

cells and endothelium markers were observed, indicating new blood lining. Moreover, 

functionality test of re-endothelialized tissue revealed improvement in clotting seen in 

decellularized tissues.  When the tissue was ready to be repopulated, porcine induced 

pluripotent stem cells (PiPSc) were generated by transfected reprogramming of porcine 

skin fibroblast and then differentiated to cardiac cells following a robust protocol, for 

an autologous cardiac tissue model. However, due to the limitation in the PiPSc cell 

number, alternatively, human induced pluripotent stem cells generated cardiac cells 

were used.  

For reseeding a coculture of human iPSc generated cardiac cells, human mesenchymal 

stem cells and human fibroblast in 2:1:1 ratio respectively were used in a dynamic 

culture for 6-8 weeks. Contractions at different areas of the tissue were recorded at an 

average beating rate of 67 beats/min.  In addition, positive cardiac markers (Troponin 

T), Fibroblast (vemintin), and mesenchymal stem cells (CD90) were detected.  Not only 
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that, but by week 3, MSC started differentiating to cardiac cells progressively until few 

CD90 positive cells were very few by week 6 with increasing troponin t positive cells 

in parallel.  Electrophysiological and drug studies were difficult to obtain due to tissue 

thickness and limited assessment sources. However, the same construct was established 

using small intestine submucosa (SISer) scaffold, which recorded a spontaneous 

beating rate between 0.88 and 1.2 Hz, a conduction velocity of 23.9 ± 0.74 cm s−1, and 

a maximal contraction force of 0.453 ± 0.015 mN. Moreover, electrophysiological 

studies demonstrated a drug-dependent response on beating rate; a higher adrenalin 

frequency was revealed in comparison to the untreated tissue and isoproterenol 

administration, whereas a decrease in beating rate was observed with propranolol and 

untreated tissue.  

The present study demonstrated the establishment of vascularized cardiac tissue, which 

can be used for human clinical application.  
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1- Introduction 

1.1: The human heart:  
The heart is a complex muscular structure, responsible for pumping and delivering 

oxygenated blood and nutrients to different body parts through blood vessels by 

rhythmic beating and contractions. This involuntary muscle organ is composed of four 

champers and has its own electrical conducting system to create spontaneous 

contraction with a constant heart rate that can be manipulated by hormonal and nervous 

stimulus.  There are two atria and two ventricles which represent the heart chambers: 

the right atrium, which receives deoxygenated blood from the body parts though 

superior and inferior vena cava, whereas the left atrium receives oxygenated blood from 

the lungs through the pulmonary vein.  The right and the left ventricles reap blood from 

both atria in order to pump it out of the heart; the right ventricle pumps deoxygenated 

blood to the pulmonary circuit via the pulmonary artery and the left ventricle pumps 

blood out of the heart via the aorta. The heart has four valves, two which are located 

between each atrium and ventricles on both sides of the heart (Atrioventricular valves) 

to ensure blood flow in one direction from each atrium to the ventricle, and two 

additional valves (semilunar valves) which are located between each ventricle and the 

respective artery leaving the heart.  During the relaxation phase or diastole, the right 

(AV) valve opens and allows blood to flow from right atrium to right ventricle, and 

when the heart contracts or enters the systolic phase, the atrium pushes blood to the 

ventricle until the pressure of the ventricle is raised, and once it exceeds the atrium 

pressure, the valve snaps shut (78,79).  The heart lining layers are composed of different 

cell population: endocardium, the innermost layer, is populated with endothelial cells, 

whereas the myocardium has mostly contracting cardiac muscle cells, and epicardium, 

the outer layer is made of connective tissue and fat (78,80). The heart generates its 

spontaneous beating by two major biological pacemakers that are regulated by the 

autonomic nervous system and circulating adrenalin. Sinoatrial (SA) node, the primary 

pacemaker, is located in the right atrium and comprises a bundle of modified cardiac 

cells that discharge impulses at 70 times/minute, triggering cardiac contraction. Post 

receiving impulses from atrium, the Atrioventricular (AV) node conducts the electrical 

impulses from atrium to ventricle. Through bundle of His, these impulses are 

transferred to the apex at fascicular branches where they reach the Purkinjie fibers, 

which innervate the ventricles, causing them to contract in a paced interval (78,79, 80). 
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 For such a complex and precise function many chemical, electrical, and mechanical 

signaling pathways are involved to achieve an efficient response.  When stimulation 

occurs, an intracellular signal is generated, which is in turn interpreted differently in 

different cardiac cells.  The heart is composed of several cell types, including: (i) 

conductive and neuronal cells, such as pacemaker cells, Purkinje cells, cardiac neuronal 

cells, Schwann cells, and satellite cells; (ii) Vasculature cells, such as endothelial cells, 

fibroblasts, smooth muscle cells, and pericytes; and (iii) Immune  

 
and non-immune cells present in atria and ventricles, such as B cells, mast cells, 

macrophages, adipocytes, dendritic cells, telocytes, and cardiac myocytes (76, 

80,81,82).    

Cell proportion and distribution differ among species (83). For example, larger 

mammals would have a larger radius of curvature of left ventricle and extracellular 

matrix than small mammals, thus an increased wall tension is achieved. This explains 

the big proportion of Fibroblasts, as they are the main source of collagen; however, 

fibroblasts don’t contribute the majority of cells in the heart.  While cardiomyocytes 

account for 20-35% of heart cells, a lack of consensus regarding the percentage of 

endothelial cells and fibroblasts within the heart still exists Fig (1). Some studies 

calculated the endothelial cells to be three-times the number of cardiomyocytes among 

the heart (81,85), while  others found the fibroblasts to be the majority of heart cells 

(86,87). Each cell in the heart possesses its function by releasing a specific protein and 

growth factor to interact with the surrounding cells or structure.  Myofibroblasts, which 

Figure 1:  Sketch of different types of cells present in human Heart 
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represent 27% of the heart, contribute to cardiac repair through the release of growth 

factors and extracellular matrix component (81,85). Endocardial and myocardial 

endothelial cells (three times the number of cardiomyocytes) work together with 

cardiomyocytes (20-35% of the heart) also and play a role in cardiac modeling. 

Vascular endothelial cells, on the other hand, control vasomotor tone and coronary 

blood supply without any close contact with cardiomyocytes. The rest of the vascular 

fibroblasts and smooth muscles work in auto- and paracrine fashion to control blood 

supply to the beating heart. Moreover, pericytes, found in arterioles, capillaries, and 

postcapillary venules are involved in angiogenesis, coagulation, inflammation, and 

immune response by making numerous tight junctions with other cells namely the 

telocytes (87,88).  Cardiac adipocytes, which cover 80% of the heart, are also found 

within the epicedial fat and are responsible for heart’s protection (89,90). Finally, the 

cardiac immune cells, including macrophages, mast cells, T cells, B cells, and dendritic 

cells are all maintained through in proliferation (91,92). The extracellular matrix, where 

the cardiac cells are lined, comprises fibrous protein needed for tensile strength and 

elasticity, and proteoglycans for enzymatic activity and hydration. The extracellular 

matrix is controlled by a number of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and tissue 

metalloproteinases with controlled activation and inhibition manipulated by 

physiological changes, such as cardiac hypertrophy, dilation, and failure (93). 

1.2 Tissue Engineering: 
Although tissue and organ transplantation have improved remarkably in the last 

decades, but with limited biocompatibility and biofunctionality (94,95), many problems 

in transplantation, such as: (i) end stage organ failure, (ii) shortage of organ donation, 

and (iii) immune rejection still exist, eventhough immunosuppressive therapy has 

improved. A new paradigm has emerged alternatively to reconstruct tissues, termed 

“Tissue Engineering”. The feature of this approach is to regenerate a patient’s own 

tissues to overcome current hurdles in organ transplantation (94, 95). Earlier, in the 

1980s, the surgical manipulation of tissue and the use of prosthetic devices were loosely 

termed as tissue engineering without focusing on the use of biologics and scaffold for 

new tissue generation.  In 1991, a published article “Functional Organ Replacement: 

The New Technology of Tissue Engineering” came out to be the first of its kind,(94). 

Earlier, in the 1970s, W. T. Green, M.D,  generated a new cartilage in nude mice using 

chondrocytes seeded onto spicules bone, and concluded that with biocompatible 
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material, one could generate new tissue when using an appropriately configured 

scaffold. Later, Burke and Yannas in the Massachusetts general hospital and M.I.T. 

generated tissue-engineered skin using a collagen matrix to support the growth of 

dermal fibroblasts. Possibly, tissue engineering field was born in the mid-1980s when 

Dr. Vacanti and Dr. Langer approached the idea to design appropriate scaffolding to 

deliver cells, instead of seeding cells onto available, naturally occurring scaffolds, 

which cannot be manipulated. To define the potential of this field, a number of centers 

have been established in the U.S. and Europe. Among the first significant centers were 

the Pittsburgh Tissue Engineering Center in the 1990s by Dr. Peter Johnson, the 

cardiovascular Tissue Engineering by Dr. Nerem at Georgia Tech, and Laboratories by 

Drs. Antonios Mikos and Larry McIntire at Rice University in Houston. In Europe, Dr. 

Julia Polak, a stem cell biologist in London, developed a British-based society 

associated with tissue engineering in Boston. In the late 1990s, Dr. Una Chen conducted 

tissue engineering and stem cells studies at Giessen, Germany, and Dr. Wolfgang P. 

Wulacher opened a laboratory for tissue engineering in Innsbruck at the Leopold 

Institute.  In Asia, Dr. Ueda established a tissue-engineering laboratory in Japan and 

organized the first meeting on tissue engineering 1997 at Nagoya. By the late 1990s, 

tissue engineering centers were springing up in virtually every developed country (94).  

In 1998, a new term ‘Regenerative Medicine” appeared when Thomson and Shamblott 

established a human embryonic stem cell and an embryonic germ cell line, to which the 

researchers’ focus shifted. 

The three keys in tissue engineering are: (i) cells, which synthesize the tissue, (ii) 

fabricated scaffolds to provide the appropriate environment for cell growth (Figure 2), 

(iii) growth factors facilitating cells to regenerate the new tissue, and (iv) provide 

sufficient oxygen level to ensure diffusion through dense tissue layers. Nevertheless, 

numerous studies have been carried out for different tissue regeneration, and there are 

still many critical issues that are needed to be modified, such as: cell source and 

culturing conditions, matrix production analysis, and functional and mechanical 

properties of the construct and animal models. However, still there is a possibility in 

the future to use the patient’s own cells, propagate, seed in a 3D scaffold, and used them 

for the same patient. 

. 
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1.2.1 Cells:  
Cell sources are very important for the success of tissue regeneration. Depending on 

the donor, cells can be classified as: (i) autologous (patient’s own), (ii) allogenic 

(human other than patient) and, (iii) xenogeneic (animal origin). The most successful 

transplant comprises autologous cells, since no immunosuppressant is needed post 

transplantation as in the other two sources (94). Difficulties that arise with allogeneic 

cells’ use are the large numbers of cells needed, well-controlled harvesting conditions, 

and maintenance in animal serum free conditions to avoid viral infection. The extent of 

differentiation is another factor cells can be classified under: embryonic stem cells (ES) 

and embryonic germ cells (EG) both are able to differentiate into all kinds of cells; that 

is why these cells receive much attention in the field of tissue engineering. However, 

many problems are still to be solved before using them for patients or including them 

in clinical studies. Stem cells exist and can be differentiated into different lineage under 

suitable conditions; e.g.: mesenchymal stem cells (MSC), which can be differentiated 

into connective tissue cells. Hematopoietic stem cell (HSC), found in the bone marrow 

(98,99) or adipose tissue (102), provide macrophages, eosinophils, B-cells, T cells, and 

Figure 2:  Illustration of Tissue Engineering Steps 
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erythrocytes. In addition, some tissues contain progenitor cells that can differentiate 

into organ-specific cell types. 

The MSC is the most studied class of cells because of their capability to differentiate 

into various tissues, including adipose, blood cells, nerve, skin, bone, and cartilage. 

Therefore, it attracts the attention of tissue engineering researchers. The advantage 

when using these cells over ES is that ES tend to form teratoma when transplanted in 

animals before differentiation (96) in contrast to MSC that show no tumorigenesis and 

are safe to be used clinically. Moreover, MSC regenerate only the tissue specific to the 

site of transplantation and can go under trans differentiation if exposed to the right 

condition into any cell type (96, 97, 100).  

The other type of cell which has a great potential in tissue engineering, is induced 

pluripotent stem cells (iPSc) that provide a unique platform from which to evaluate 

potential drug therapeutics and to gain mechanistic insight into a variety of diseases 

(101). Despite considerable difficulties, generating patient-specific iPSc through 

reprogramming has been a long-standing goal in tissue engineering. In 2009, 

researchers harnessed iPSc to establish familial dysautonomia disease and drug 

screening model. iPSc cells were generated from patients with the disorder and 

produced central and peripheral nervous system precursors (102), then found three 

disease phenotypes, thus validating the disease cell types that could reflect pathogenesis 

in vitro (102).  Other group differentiated iPSc from individuals with long QT syndrome 

into cardiomyocytes in which it showed an increased susceptibility to catecholamine-

induced tachycardia and response to B-adrenergic blockers (103). 

Compared to embryonic stem cells (ESC), induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSc) can be 

obtained easily by fibroblast reprogramming through transfecting with transcriptional 

factors (Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc) from somatic cells without facing hurdles of 

ESC, such as ethical concerns. Moreover, iPSc can committ to differentiate to several 

lineages; therefore, it has a tremendous potential in tissue engineering (104). 

Applications of iPSc also go further to successfully repair primate cardiac infarction by 

allogeneic transplant of iPSc-CMs from histocompatibility complex (MCH) haplotype 

(HT4) homozygous Monkey into HT4 heterozygous monkey with myocardial 

infarction. Twelve weeks post transplantation, the grafted cells survived, improving 

cardiac contractility, indicating the feasibility of iPSc transplant for repairing clinical 

diseases (105).  Recently, Zhong et al. successfully differentiated human iPSc and 

recreated internal retinal structure where retinal development was observed, forming 
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three dimensional-cups with mature photoreceptors (106). Furthermore, Cyranoski 

implanted retinal pigment epithelial cell sheet generated from autologous age-related 

macular degeneration (AMD) patient’s iPSc into an eye and recovered the vision of the 

patient (107).  Generally, iPSc brings an encouraging tool for cell therapies with careful 

evaluation of safety and effectiveness. The main safety issue that has been addressed 

frequently is the tumorigenesis due to the use of retrovirus or adenovirus producing the 

cells. However, following the new free exogenous DNA integration reprogramming 

protocol, this risk has decreased (108). 

1.2.2: Scaffolds:  
 In contrast to cell therapy, tissue engineering allows the replacement of a defective 

organ with a 3D structure injected with appropriately needed cells.  In reality, most 

organs have a 3D architecture, and for any transplanted cells to start the regenerating 

process, it needs a supportive structure called scaffold or artificial extracellular matrix. 

The major function of scaffolds resembles the natural extracellular matrix; mainly to 

assist proliferation, differentiation, and biosynthesis of cells. Scaffolds should meet a 

number of requirements to fulfill their regenerative function; first, it should have 

interconnected micropores, with optimal pore size of 100 and 500 um to facilitate cell 

seeding, proliferation, and migration. Furthermore, it should be supplied with adequate 

nutrients and should have an optimal mechanical strength. Second (95), scaffolds’ 

absorption kinetics profoundly affect tissue engineering success rate. Depending on the 

regenerated tissue, scaffold degradation could be slow as in the case of skeletal system 

regeneration, or fast as in the case of skin regeneration (95). The degradation occurs 

through non-enzymatic hydrolysis, in contrast to naturally occurring biomaterials, such 

as as collagen, hyaluronic acid and chitin, which undergo   enzymatic hydrolysis. Poly 

(a-hydroxyacid)s have been widely used in scaffold fabrication (109), as well as 

polyglycolide (PGA) and its polymer (PLGA) which rapidly degrade as their tensile 

strength decreases within two weeks. In contrast, poly (L-lactide) (PLLA) degrades 

slowly over a period of 3-6 years for resorption.  In bone regeneration, inorganic as 

well as polymeric scaffolds have been used after being mixing with soft material, such 

as polymers, to yield a tough structure that is stable for implantation (110). Different 

methods have been used to fabricate porous scaffolds, such as freeze-dry and porogen 

leaching (111). In addition to recent sophisticated methods, including solid-free 

prototype and electrospinning, one of the most promising techniques in tissue 
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fabrication is electrospinning, as it shows advanced progress in producing material with 

a fixable fiber arrangement that is very close to biological tissue, thus there are less 

chances of rejection (112).  Electrospinning material has been used in different tissue 

implantations, including skin, cartilage, bone, vascular, nerve, and cardiac tissue with 

the appropriate cells growing and proliferating. In cardiac graft fabrication (113), 

polycaprolactone (PCL) is electrospun onto a wire ring of 15-um diameter and then 

coated with type I collagen to promote cell attachment. Cells were cultured on scaffold, 

and three days later cardiomyocytes’ contraction was observed with tight intracellular 

contact throughout the mesh. 

Application of the cell-scaffold construct can be carried out either by placing the 

construct in a bioreactor to reconstruct an engineered tissue (in vitro) or by implanting 

the construct in the body (in vivo) until new tissue is regenerated. In vitro, tissue 

engineering has showed a great potential because of the production of multiple tissues 

from a single-cell. On the other hand, in vivo, tissue engineering application is limited 

to a single patient, who has his own personalized cells on implanted construct.  Two 

points must be taken into consideration for clinical application in tissue engineering: 

first, standardizing the cell-scaffold construct, which will be difficult as it contain 

human cells; and second, neovascularization formation to ensure oxygen and nutrient 

delivery to the cell-scaffold construct and promote proliferation, and differentiation. In 

contrast, in vivo engineering will induce neovascularization of the construct, providing 

adequate supplement to the surrounding tissues (Figure 3).   
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1.2.3 Growth factors: To proliferate and differentiate, any cell in human body 

requires proteins that are secreted by itself in the body (autocrine) or secreated by others 

(paracrine), these proteins are called growth factors. The same applies when tissue is 

implanted. Growth factors, such as as bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), basic 

fibroblast growth factor (bFGF or FGF-2), and vascular epithelial growth factor, and 

transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b) are used to enhance regeneration. In particular, 

BMP and bFGF alone can induce regeneration of vascular tissue and bone, respectively, 

without the assistance of scaffold or seeded cells. Apparently, by adding proper growth 

factor further promotion of tissue regeneration will take place. Commercially available 

carriers are acidic or basic; for example, acidic gelatin forms ionic complex with basic 

bFGF, in which it is released from the ionic complex formed when implanted in the 

body after enzymatic degradation of gelatin (114,115,116). Application of growth 

factors in tissue engineering has attracted the attention of researchers lately to induce 

Figure 3: Differences in biological reaction between in vivo and in vitro tissue 
engineering 
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neovascularization through nutrient cell supplement; this will be enhanced once growth 

factors become less expensive and widely available.   

Tissue engineering, like any new technology, should be examined for safety on animal 

model before clinical application, in skeletal system, Lamerights et al. (2000) 

established a bone model to study the effect of load on bone formation using tissue 

engineered construct by applying controlled pressure on material inserted in distal 

femur defect (117).  In another example, in cardiac system, Shum-Tim et al. (1999) 

isolated a mixture of cell population of endothelial cells, smooth muscles, and 

fibroblasts from ovine arteries and then seeded them onto PGA–polyhydrox- 

yalkanoate blended tubular scaffolds. Later, the construct was implanted in lamb aorta 

and survived for five months. In addition, collagen and DNA continents meet the native 

level (118).  Further work on cardiac tissue engineering by Carrier et al. (2002a) was 

carried out when they cultured a fibrous resorbable scaffold construct of 9.5 mm 

diameter and 2 mm thickness, seeded it with neonatal cardiac myocytes, and then 

cultured it by direct perfusion, improved cells distribution and enhanced cardiac marker 

expression were observed (119, 120).   

 Bone marrow transplantation is an example of the most successful-evolved therapy for 

over than 20 years in a variety of malignant diseases. In 1994, an articular chondrocyte 

was used to reconstruct small defects in knee articular cartilage by Brittberg et al. (121).  

A few years later, in a trial study, another  marked step was taken by Rosenthal (1998) 

when she injected fetal human mesencephalic cells into the striatum of a Parkinson’s 

patient. Cells differentiate into dopaminergic neurons, making synaptic connections 

with host neurons and restoring striatopallidothalamic output pathway to normal (122). 

Decellularized submucosa of small intestine produced collagen-based matrices has 

been used in tissue regeneration and in some clinical applications (123,124).  This was 

confirmed clinically in patients with hypospandiashypospadias, an anatomical 

abnormality in the urethral, when a decellularized submucosa was used for urethral 

repair by anastomosing the matrix to the urethral plate, and 4-7 years later, the patients 

showed successful outcomes (124).  Another group in Hanover used the same 

decellularized porcine proximal jejunum seeded with a patient’s autologous muscle 

cells and fibroblast to create an airway patch, which was successfully transplanted and 

caused improvement in patient condition (124). Clinical application of tissue 

engineering showed good success in myocardial muscles when Menashe (2002) 

transplanted satellite cells into damaged human hearts of 72 patients suffering from 
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severe congenital heart failure. Six months later, a dramatic improvement of patients’ 

symptoms was observed (125).  Besides the mentioned trials, others reported a 

significant progress in the following tissues: finger bone (126), jawbone (127), 

maxillary sinus augmentation (128), metacarpophalangeal joints (129), osteoarthritic 

knee cartilage (130), myocardial infarction (131), and peripheral nerve (132). Although 

huge progress has been made in tissue engineering clinical applications, without enough 

collaboration with clinical doctors among different fields, it would be difficult to meet 

the expectations of  diseased organ patients. 

 

1.3: Decellularization: Tissue and organ engineering had a recent innovation 

technique by which the whole organ was decellularized and resulted in cell, nucleic 

acid, and antigenic epitope removal, leaving 3D scaffold ECM with all its vascular 

content preserved(133).  The technique depends on antegrade or retrograde perfusion 

through vasculature network using detergent and/or another chemical for complete cell 

removal. The resultant scaffold will have the natural biological properties of the ECM 

that will support cell proliferation, differentiation, and the architectural properties of 

the organ (133,134,135).   

1.3.1: Extracellular matrix: 
 The ECM is composed of structural and functional molecules, which are arranged in a 

tissue-specific 3D ultrastructure that suits the same harvested organ. Not only that, the 

structure’s compassion changes with the tissue’s mechanical demands and resident cell 

metabolic activity. The advantage of biological ECM scaffolds over synthetic materials 

is due to the dynamic reciprocity between cell population and ECM (140), by it exerting 

a gene expression influence via transmembrane proteins and cytoskeletal components. 

Generally, ECM from any organ is composed primarily of type I collagen, 

glycosaminoglycan, laminin, fibronectin, and a variety of growth factors. ECM 

composing biological scaffolds is essential to facilitate tissue remodeling in animal and 

human studies. These scaffolds can be harvested from a variety of tissues including 

small intestinal submucosa (136), urinary bladder (138), blood vessels, skin (137), and 

heart valves (139). There is no evidence or proof yet whether ECM-specific 

composition or 3D ultrastructure is more important with regard to cell growth or/and 

differentiation. However, recent studies demonstrate the importance of ECM ligand 

landscape for cells by supporting their attachment and differentiation through what is 
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called zip code (133,141,142).  Moreover, it was shown that the ECM basal membrane 

complex plays an important role in regulating cell growth, differentiation, and 

migration during reconstruction and development of tissues as it contains laminin, 

collagens IV, and VII, nidogens, perlecan, agrin, and other macromolecules that help 

in direct the growth of selected cell population in tissue engineering (143).  In addition 

to the biological ECM scaffolds’ structural functionality, biological signaling activities 

result from ECM degradation, such as soluble molecules, which are found to have a 

marked effect on the host remodeling post implantation (133). This includes all 

processes such as cell proliferation, migration, and processes like angiogenesis.  In 

conclusion, ECM of biological scaffold composition and ultrastructure characteristic 

are highly complex. They can provide important micro environmental cues to support 

cell growth, proliferation, and differentiation if prepared properly. 3D scaffolds 

composed of decellularized organ-specific ECM have been established in heart (146), 

liver (144), and lungs (145) to date. 

1.3.2: Decellularization methods:  

Although allogeneic and xenogeneic (natural anti-galactose alpha1,3 galactose)  

antigens are usually recognized by a recipient as a foreign body which may elicit an 

immune rejection, however, anti-galactose alpha1,3 galactose antibodies, expressed in 

response to α-gal antigens on ECM, are widely conserved among species. In fact, lower 

species are well-tolerated by xenogeneic recipients as they do not express the α-gal 

antibodies due to the α1,3 galactosyltransferase gene, which catalyzes the attachment 

of α-gal to proteins and lipids (147). For example, galactosyl Galα galactose moiety 

that is known to be associated with hyperacute rejection of xenogeneic whole-organ 

transplant, fail to bind to IgM antibody or activate complement because of their 

scattered distribution and in a small amount of antigen on ECM (148).  Moreover, 

studies have shown that the effect of xenogeneic ECM response would specifically 

elicit M2 macrophages, which in turn support a scaffold-constructive remodeling (149). 

In order to prepare a three-dimensional whole organ scaffold from a mammalian organ, 

different processes for cell removal from an organ, while retaining the native structure 

of ECM are required.  This involves the exposure of the organ parenchymal cells to a 

chemical, a detergent, or enzymes by perfusion through the vasculature. A recent study 

cleared out objective criteria for decellularization efficacy in three points: (i) negative 

staining with hematoxylin, eosin and DAPI to confirm the absence of nuclei, (ii) 
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quantitative DNA measurement at less than 50 ng/mg dry tissue weight, and (iii) DNA 

fragment size < 200bp. Therefore, the ultimate aim of decellularization is to remove all 

cellular material without adversely affecting mechanical integrity of the remaining 3D 

matrix, while avoiding excusive or massive antigenic epitopes associated with cell 

membrane removal. Decellularization processes can be performed by using chemical/or 

enzymatic agents, as well as physical stimulation such as sonication, freezing and 

thawing with agitation to disrupt cell membrane and facilitate the rinsing of cell 

remnants from ECM.  These steps should be performed in the beginning of 

decellularization protocol to enhance transportation of cellular residue out of the tissue 

in future.  Agitation and perfusion help to facilitate decellularization solution 

transportation to the tissue and clear the cellular debris out of the tissue. It’s difficult to 

completely decellularize a tissue or an organ, and most decellularized ECM scaffold 

retains residual DNA and other cytoplasmic material (150).  Different approaches can 

be combined to maximize the efficacy of decellularization for each tissue or organ 

individually with the consideration of minimizing the use of detergents and chaotropic 

agents, such as Triton X, sodium dodecyl sulfate, and deoxycholate to avoid 

ultrastructural and compositional damage to the native ECM (151).  The choice of the 

technique to use depends on tissue characteristic; agitation is commonly used for tissues 

with difficult approachable vasculature tissues, such as trachea and small intestine 

submucosa (SIS), whereas tissues with clear approachable vasculature, such as heart 

and lung perfusion would be optimum to use.   

Most decellularization protocols include more than one chemical used alternatively in 

a cycle to increase the efficacy of each and minimize its time of exposure. Detergent is 

one chemical used in decellularization in order to rupture cell membrane. It can be 

classified according to its ionic status: non-ionic detergent, such as Triton-X 100 is the 

most desirable, while ionic detergent, such as SDS is the harsher one to use. 

Nevertheless, this classification is still controversial among researchers. Ultimately, 

there is no single detergent that would decellularize all tissues with the same outcomes 

and effects. Acidic and alkaline solutions, such as peracetic acid, are sometimes 

employed in low concentrations to decellularize more complex tissues, for instance; 

however, it was shown in some cases in complete decellularization and, in others, a 

provoking effect of ECM desirable immune response (150). Enzymes are a third class 

of chemicals used in decellularization, as they disrupt interactions between ECM and 

cells. Trypsin is commonly used but with minimal exposure time to avoid collagen 
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destruction and the loss of mechanical strength of ECM. Nucleases, in particular DNase, 

are used in decellularization in order to break nucleic acid sequence within tissue and 

facilitate their removal. Regardless of the chemical used in decellularization, effective 

removal of residues within tissue after treatment is essential. If any persist during the 

rinsing step, the chemical will remain in the tissue and affect new cells’ attachment and 

migration. Therefore, efficient assays to detect that before recellularization steps must 

be carried out (135). 

 
1.4: Recellularization Methods:  
Whole-organ scaffold recellularization methods are integrated from a wide range of 

procedures, including tissue culture, cell seeding, and cell-transplantation therapies. 

Recellularization can be achieved in two steps: cell seeding, followed by culture 

perfusion to ensure cell function in vivo. The first challenging step in reseeding a 

decellularized scaffold is cell type and cell number, and then the placement of cells in 

scaffold to match native tissue distribution as much as possible. 

Endothelial cells are important when reseeded on any decellularized tissue to ensure 

adequate blood flow in vivo for cell survival (151,152). Many promising attempts have 

been made showing endothelial cell attachment (153), yet long-term endothelialization 

needs to be improved (154). However, some studies showed that natural re-

endothelialization could occur after in vivo transplantation of decellularized tissues, 

such as in skin (155). Another non-parenchymal cell type that contributes an important 

role in tissue engineering is fibroblast, which supports and remodels ECM and 

improves parenchymal cell function in vivo. In addition, fibroblasts are proven to 

facilitate remodeling and cellular organization in vitro organ culture as well. Recent 

studies have demonstrated the involvement of fibroblasts in myocardium electrical 

properties by coupling with myocytes and contributing to electrical stimuli propagation 

(156). In general, co-culturing mixed cell type is limited to the use of fibroblast and 

endothelial cell along with specific non-parenchymal cell (156).  

The number of seeded cells is an important parameter in recellularization and depends 

on the target tissue to be reseeded. For example, tissues with biomechanical demands, 

such as those of heart and lung require whole organ implantation; hence, a high 

percentage of original cell types and number need to be immediately available. In 

contrast, organs with metabolic functions, such as pancreas and liver, can be deployed 

with small percentage of cell mass.  Taking that into consideration, the use of stem-
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cell-based technique may be limited, especially with organs demanding a high number 

of cells, such as heart and lung.   

There are two main techniques for seeding a scaffold: intramural injections or infusion 

of cells though vasculature.  In a rat whole heart reseeding report, cardiomyocytes were 

injected intramurally in left ventricle wall, which yielded 50% cell seeding efficacy 

(15). Continuous infusion technique, on the other hand, reported 95% seeding of 

hepatocytes  which were infused into the portal vasculature, followed by continuous 

perfusion (144).  Still, as a whole organ, vascularization is a new approach to tackle 

and optimize in order to obtain maximum seeding efficacy.  

Cellular component of the engineered whole organ is quite large in mass and size, 

although not as dense as native, yet it still needs adequate delivery of nutrients to the 

cells inside the scaffold, and removal of waste products (157).  Indeed, this issue has 

been a bottleneck in the development of vascularized tissue in vitro and survival of 

none in vivo. The need for such supplement of nutrients renders perfusion the method 

of choice for in vitro culture of vascularized organ; this can be achieved by the use of 

bioreactors, suitable perfusion medium, oxygen carrier, and appropriate biophysical 

stimulation (158). Normothermic perfusion by machine has been used for a decade as 

an isolated organ model and for preservation before cold storage solutions, which is 

currently receiving a renewed interest. The existing systems are providing availability 

of all components at mouse until human scale, yet highly vascularized organ 

preservation is still limited in duration.  

Temperature is an important parameter in 3D ECM organ scaffold recellularization. 

The optimum temperature would be the physiological 37°C; for instance, this 

temperature was tested by a group of researchers for kidney perfusion to ensure cell 

attachment and self-assembly (159). The results were encouraging, as the warm 

perfusion restored functions in severe ischemically damaged kidneys. Common 

methods, such as positive-displacement and centrifugal pumps are used for organ-

perfusion system, and in some cases a ventilator is needed in a lung recellularization 

system (145).  Perfusion flow for 3D ECM culture is mostly at constant mode, unless 

pulsatile perfusion flow is needed, with careful consideration of the flow rate and sheer 

stress. One of the hurdles in tissue engineering is how to provide a highly vascularized 

and actively metabolic organ with sufficient oxygen level to ensure diffusion through 

dense tissue layers. Therefore, gassing the perfusion medium with oxygen/carbon 
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dioxide mixture in a membrane oxygenator, which probably would be a part of the 

bioreactor, is essential in tissue engineering. 

 

1.5: Induced pluripotent stem cells: 
1.5.1: Reprogramming of Fibroblast into induced pluripotent stem cell:  
Reprogramming entails the expression of the core of pluripotency-transcription factors: 

OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, and c-MYC (OSKM) in a somatic cell. The resultant compact 

colonies resemble ESCs morphologically, phenotypically, and molecularly (160,161).  

Induced pluripotent stem cells are used in a wide range of diseases, and drug and cell 

therapies. In order to serve these different proposes, a variety of reprograming protocols 

have to be established using different donor species (162), with variable number, types, 

and carriers of transcriptional factors (163).  

1.5.1.1 Cell Donor: Reprogramming efficacy and kinetics differ depending on cell 

donor type. For example; it takes a shorter time for mouse embryonic fibroblast 

reprogramming compared to human fibroblasts, which are used more in reprogramming.  

The efficacy, as well as the variety among cell types compared to fibroblast and 

keratinocytes reprogramming with OSKM is twofold and 100 times more efficient. The 

endogenous levels of certain reprogramming factors also attribute the increase or 

decrease in reprogramming efficacy, in which it obviates their expression state during 

reprogramming (164). Cell differentiation state when starting reprogramming matters 

in resultant colonies number; for instance, hemopoietic stem cells and progenitor cells 

yield 300 times more iPSc colonies than B and T cells do (164). 

1.5.1.2 Reprogramming Cocktail: One important factor that influences the efficacy of 

reprogrammed cells is the reprogramming cocktail. Many of the factors used in 

reprogramming are genes involved in early development that maintain pluripotency 

potential for cells of inner mass (ICM). This is true for OCT4, NANOG, and SOX2. 

For instance, when NANOG are co-expressed with YAMANAKA (OSKM) cocktail in 

mouse B cells, the time for colony formation is reduced compared with that by OSKM 

alone (165). NANOG ectopic expression enables the establishment of embryonic like 

cascade that is stabilized by endogenous core pluripotency reactivation. Telomerase 

reverse transcriptase and SV40 T antigen enhance proliferation by increasing ESC-like 

colonies’ appearance once combined with OSKM (166). MicroRNAs also increase the 

reprogramming efficacy tenfold when combined with OSK compared with OSK alone 
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(167) and when introduced into OCT4-GFP reporter MEFs.  Both reprogramming 

speed and efficacy are enhanced by barriers to inhibition, such as apoptosis and 

senescence, through p53 blocking (168). Compounds such as 5-azacytidin alter DNA 

methylation and chromatin modification through inhibition of methyltransferase, thus 

improving MEFs reprogramming (169). 

1.5.1.3 Culture condition: one needs to consider the culture condition of 

reprogrammed cells, such as media composition, supporting cells co-cultured and 

factors that could modulate reprogramming efficacy.  Studies have shown that 

reprogramming under hypoxic condition has a positive effect on reprogramming 

efficacy by 40 folds (172). Marson et al. (170) demonstrate the promoting effect on 

iPSc generation when adding conditioned media containing WNT3a in MYC absence.  

Moreover, Okada et al. (171) found that iPSc can be obtained earlier if cultured media 

was serum free (KK20).  

1.5.1.4: Integrative delivery system: It is a viral delivery system of 

reprogramming transcriptional factors (OSKM) into a human or mouse fibroblast, 

allowing gene delivery into the genome of dividing cells. The genome-integrating viral 

vector transgenes are integrated into the host genome together with viral vector 

backbone at multiple sites. The exogenous transgenes’ expression is then silenced when 

reprogramming is achieved. 

1.5.1.4.1: Retrovirus delivery system: Mouse and human fibroblast transfection was 

originally achieved by delivering transcription gene (OSKM) usingthe Moloney murine 

leukemia virus (MMLV) retroviruses (173). These victors deliver the genes into 

dividing cells genome with cloning capacity of around 8kb and are usually silenced in 

ESC immature cells (174, 175). Reprogramming state of iPSc is related to their 

retrovirus expression; Class I iPSc are partially reprogrammed and are permissive for 

retroviral expression (mouse Fbx15-iPS cells), whereas class II iPSc are fully 

reprogramed and repressive for retroviral expression (mouse Nanog-iPS cells) (197).  

1.5.1.4.2: Lentivirus delivery system:  This type of delivery virus has also been used 

successfully, expressing reprogramming factors in somatic cells (176). In contrast to 

retrovirus, they infect both dividing and non-dividing cells genome with cloning 

capacity of 8-10kb, with a higher efficacy (177). Although viruses used in 

reprogramming are reproducible and efficient, it entails harmful viral production that 

expresses potent oncogenes (178). Virus silencing can result by deacylation of histone 
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(H3), DNA methylation, and chromatin rearrangement of linker H1 (177).  Even if 

perfectly silenced, transgenes can be reactivated during iPSc differentiation or animal 

transplantation, leading to tumor which results from basal MYC transgenes’ expression. 

Although using Cre-detectable or inducible lentiviruses solves this problem (179), yet 

viral system still lacks therapeutic application safety. 

1.5.1.4.3: Transfection of linear DNA: This is an alternative method to avoid the use 

of viral vectors, based on liposomes or electroporation to transfect DNA, however, with 

much lower efficiency. A designed polycistronic vector, which allows several cDNA 

expressions from the same promoter, meets this approach (181).  One group was able 

to reprogram mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) successfully by using a linearized 

2A peptide polycistronic vector flanked by loxP sites. In order to delete the 

reprogramming construct, they induced recombination between the loxP sites by 

transiently expressing the Cre recombinase. Compared to viral transfection, this method 

has the advantage of its ability to delete reprogrammed cDNAs in iPSc, which would 

improve differentiation and avoid reactivation of reprogramming factors, thus reducing 

oncogenic potential. Some researchers try to include the polycistronic vectors in 

integrative virus vectors by including loxP sites which in turn induce transgene-free 

iPSc from different donors with high transduction efficiencies (180).  

1.5.1.5: Non-integrative approaches: To overcome hurdles facing clinical application 

of iPSCs, a non-integrative approach was established. This system works by the 

deletion of Cre-deletable viral vectors, naked DNA transgenes, or non-conservative 

transposon remobilization from the integration of classic retrovirus vector and its 

permanent genetic modification. .  

1.5.1.5.1: Integration-defective viral delivery:  It is one of the first attempts reported 

in the use of replication-defective adenoviral vector, pHIHG-Ad2 (182). Cloning of 

OSKM set as a single factor into pHIHG-Ad2 resulted in transgene free iPSc. However, 

the efficiency of this system is three times lower than the retrovirus-based system.  

Terminally differentiated T cells and human fibroblasts were successfully 

reprogrammed using F-deficient Sendai viral vectors. Fusaki et al. (183) generated iPSc 

line using Sendai viral vectors expressing OSKM; the resultant colonies were viral 

RNA free. 

1.5.1.5.2: Transient episomal delivery: This strategy depends on the direct delivery of 

replicated or non-replicated episomal vectors.  Through serial transfection of two 

plasmids expressing OSK and MYC, respectively. By using this method, iPSCs that 
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were generated from MEFs showed no sign of plasmid integration, but a low percentage 

of cells (33.91%)  (184). 

1.5.1.5.3: RNA delivery:  If a complete elimination of plasmid or viral vectors is desired, 

this is the method to choose. One study (185) established a system that allows the 

efficient conversion of human somatic cells into iPSCs using synthetic mRNA direct 

delivery in just 17 days.  Once delivered, synthetic RNAs encoding OSKM and Lin29 

reprogramming will be achieved. This system is extremely appealing; however, the 

high reprogramming factors, such as gene dosages from direct mRNA delivery may 

contribute an oncogenic risk owing to high Myc expression that affects genomic 

stability.  

1.5.1.5.4: Protein delivery:  When proteins directly delivered into cells in vivo or in 

vitro, after it fused with peptides mediating their transduction; for instant HIV 

transactivator of transcription (Tat) and poly- arginine.  Proteins then expressed in 

Escherichia coli in inclusion bodies, and were then solubilized, refolded and further 

purified, by serial transduction of Oct4–GFP reporter MEFs with OSKM or OSK 

recombinant proteins (186). Kim et al. (187) fused OSKM factors individually with 

Myc tag and a nine-arginine tract.  This resulted in the generation of stable HEK293 

cell lines expressing the four-reprogramming factors, which were used on human 

neonatal fibroblasts. iPSc colonies were generated after dissociation and MEF feeder 

cell re-plating.  

1.5.2: iPSc cardiac differentiation:   
1.5.2: iPSc cardiac differentiation:   

Cardiac progenitor cells are localized in the mid-streak during embryonic cardiac 

development. Adjacent cells send signals and promote cardiac mesoderm and 

endoderm development, which have a major role in cardiogenesis.  Three important 

protein growth factor families are involved in controlling the early stage of mesoderm 

formation and cardiogenesis: bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), member of 

transforming growth factor β superfamily, fibroblast growth factors (FGFs), and 

Wingless/INT proteins (WNTs).  BMP signaling promotes cardiogenesis, while WNTs 

are involved in cardiac specification through their complex role. Depending on the 

spatiotemporal context pathway they act on, WNTs could inhibit (canonical signaling 

pathway acting via β-catenin/GSK3) or promote (non-canonical pathway acting via 

PKC/JNK) cardiogenesis (188). Later, combinations of transcriptional factors activate 
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mesodermal precursor cells to express T-box factor Brachyury (T) and the 

homeodomain protein, Mixl1. In turn, these cells transiently activate the basic helix-

loop-helix transcription factor mesoderm posterior 1 (Mesp1) to enter a precardiac 

mesoderm stage of development.  Consequently, Mesp1+ cell population begins 

expressing early cardiac lineage markers, such as homeodomain transcription factor 

Nkx2-5, the T-box protein Tbx5 and Isl1, an LIM homeodomain transcription factor 

(189). Thus, a complex interaction between this highly conserved gene network 

manipulates the initial cardiac differentiation and maturation (Fig. 4). To induce 

cardiogenesis, most of cardiac differentiation protocols are established in serum free 

media (190,192).  

 

 

A study demonstrated that when coculture ESC was in serum-free media, it exhibited a 

20% increase in beating cells comparing to serum-containing media. Moreover, this 

percentage increased to 40% when ascorbic acid was added to the culture media, and 

concomitantly, the cardiac marker IsL1 expression increased as well at mRNA and 

protein levels (191). Growth factors that are implicated in normal cardiac development, 

including BMP4, Wnt agonists and antagonists, Activin A, FGF2, and VEGE induce 

cardiogenesis thorough their activation or inhibition (figure. 4). When cells are 

differentiated in BMP4 alone, their fate is biased to posterior mesodermal derivatives, 

Figure 4: Cardiomyocytes’ differentiation pathway, temporal regulation of 
molecules associated with each step that allow understanding factors involved in 
cardiogenesis and designing the proper differentiation approach 
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such as primitive hematopoietic precursors, while, when differentiated in the presence 

of high concentration of Activinin their fate moves towards endodermal differentiation 

(191). Furthermore, growth factors like Wnt need to be activated at early stages of 

differentiation and inhibited in later ones, with consideration of concentration and time 

of addition.  Therefore, it’s very important to titrate growth factors’ concentration and 

time of use to optimize the yield of generated cardiac cell. Moreover, line-to-line 

reprogramming method variability used and iPSc quality could result in different gene 

expression among treated cell lines with the same differentiation protocol (193); 

Katman et al. demonstrated different requirements of Activinin A and BMP4 

concentrations for efficient cardiomyocyte  generation among pluripotent cell lines 

(194).  Since Wnt pathway is one of the major pathways in cardiogenesis, it was found 

that small molecule WNT inhibitors increase embryoid body (EB) cardiac generation 

in a monolayer culture (195). Moreover, Cao et al. found that adding ascorbic acid 

increases cardiac differentiation by its effect on MEK/ERK pathway (196).  Therefore, 

a combination treatment of BMP4 and CHIR99021 was used by Kadari et al. (2015) 

followed by enrichment using Lactic acid addition, which enhanced the generation of 

cardiomyocytes to 90%. With all the above different approaches to generate 

cardiomyocytes, an efficient cardiac protocol should always be tailored and optimized 

for each individual cell line. 

 

1.6: Cardiac Patch:  
Limitations in cardiac cell therapy due to poor engraftment and significant cell death 

encouraged researchers to shift to ex vivo tissue engineering as a tool for enhancing 

cell retention and survival. An approach of combining procedures aiming at both 

extracellular matrix and cellular regeneration has been addressed.  Thus, hybrid 

therapies, including biomaterials and cells developed a promising solution for repairing 

myocardial tissue. R. Gaetani et al. used alginate tissue printing technology with 

cardiomyocytes progenitor cells to create a cardiac patch, with a précise microstructure 

that allows better cell viability for a long time (197). However, the reduced size of the 

scaffold limited its application. A group in Hanover created one possible solution by 

which they developed a therapeutic relevant 3D structure of a combination of gel-based 

cardiac construct with porcine decellularized small intestinal submucosa (198).  

However, generating a proper supply with essential nutrients and oxygen into cell 
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aggregates was limited to only a small area. On the other hand, a study highlighted the 

advantage of using SIS scaffold seeded with MSC to repair infarction in a rabbit model. 

They detected improvement in left ventricular function, increase in vascular density, 

induction of MSC differentiation, and attenuation of pathological changes. Yet, the 

study was  for a short period of 4 weeks, which is not enough to confirm functionality 

for clinical application (199).  Schurlein et al. (2017) used the same concept of SIS in 

cardiac patch development but with advanced improvements; they re-vascularized the 

SIS scaffold with endothelial cells prior to the introduction of iPSc generated cardiac 

cell, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells.  Two weeks later, positive cardiac markers and 

physiological function were observed. Moreover, beating rate and response to drugs 

and electrical stimulation were also detected. Since the culture was in a physiologically 

conditioned bioreactor,  long-term cultures of up to four months were facilitated.   

Because native human heart extracellular matrix provides the best physiological micro 

and macro architecture for bioartificial myocardium, researchers started developing 

strategies to decellularized native heart from rat, porcine, and finally humans through 

vascular perfusion (12,14,15,16) in order to serve as a foundational scaffold for 

myocardium engineering.  Guyette et al. and his group were able to generate human 

myocardial tissue based on decellularized ECM from humans and human iPSc-derived 

cardiac myocytes in an attempt to bring this technology closer to future clinical 

application (14). However, no matter how elegant and functional this construct was, the 

problem with neovascularization remains to be solved. Undoubtedly, many obstacles, 

such as different cell types were also needed to be addressed in order to repopulate the 

whole structure, including the valvular apparatus to regenerate the whole heart. 

 

 

 

 

 
Chapter (2) 
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2. Materials 

2.1 Equipment: 
Table 2.1: List of equipment and devices: 

Equipment Manufacturer 

Aspiration pump INTEGRA Biosciences GmbH, 
Biebertal, Germany 

Autoclave Systec GmbH, Linden, Germany 
Balance Kern & Sohn, Balingen, Germany 

Bioreactors and incubator board 
Chair of Tissue Engineering & 
Regenerative Medicine, Wurzburg, 
Germany. 

Cell freezing Chambers VWR, Darmstadt, Germany 
Cell Incubator (37C, 5% CO2) Heracus, Hanau, Germany 

Centrifuges: 
Centrifuge 5417R 
Multifuge X12 

 
Eppendorf, Hamburg. Germany 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreiech, 
Germany 

Cold Storage Room (4C) Genheimer, Hochberg, Germany 
Digital Camera Canon, Krefold. Germany 
Embedding Cassette printer 
VSP-5001 

Vogel, Medizintechnik, Giessen, 
Germany 

Freezers: 
-20C 
 
-80C 

 
Liebherr-International Deutschland 
GmbH, Biberach an der Riß, Germany 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Langenselbold, Germany 

Fume hood Prutscher Laboratory system, Germany 
Ice Machine AF-80 Scotsman, Gelato, Milano, “Italy” 

Laminar flow cabinet 
Safe 2020 

 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich, 
Germany 

Liquid Nitrogen Storage Tank 
MVE 815 P190 German-Cryo, Juchen, Germany 

Magnetic stirrer with hot plate VWR, Darmstadt, Germany 
Microscopes: 
Bright field (Axio Lab. A1) 
 
Fluorescence (BZ-9000) 

 
Carl Zeiss Microscopy. GmbH. 
Göttingen. Germany 
Keyence, Neu-Isenburg. Germany 

Multichannel pipette plus Eppendorf, Hamburg. Germany 
Neubauer cell counting chamber 
(hemocytometer) 

Marienfeild GmbH & Co. KG, Lauda-
Konigshofen. Germany 

Objective slides printer 
VSP- 5001 

Vogel, Medizintechnik, Giessen. 
Germany 
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Orbital shaker KM-2 AKKU Edmund. Buhler GmbH, Hechingen. 
Germany 

Paraffin Embedding Module 
EG1150H Leica, Wetzlar, Germany 

Peristaltic pump Ismetic, Wertheim-Mondfeld. Germany 
 
Continue table 2.1….. 
 
2.2 Consumables: 
 
Table 2.2: List of consumable Materials: 

Equipment Manufacturer 
PH- Meter Mettler, Toledo, Geissen. Germany 
Pipettes: 
0.5-10µL, 10-100µL, 100-
1000µL 

 
Eppendorf, Hamburg. Germany 

Pipetting aid (Accu-jet - pro) Brand, Wertheim. Germany 
Pressure sensor: 
Reusable transducers 

HJK Sensoren + System GmbH & Co KG, 
Merching. Germany 

Pump Tubing Cassette  Ismatec, Wertheim- Mondfeld. Germany 
Refrigerator (Midiline) Liebherr, Biberach a.d Riss. Germany 
Rocking platform shaker VWR, Darmstadt. Germany 
Rotating Mixer NeoLab, Heidelberg. Germany 
Sliding Microtome 
(Leica SM 2010 R) 

 
Leica, Wetzler. Germany 

Spin Tissue Processor 
(Microm STP 120) Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreieich. Germany 

Steamer (MultiGaurmet) Braun, Kronberg/Taunus. Germany 
Thermo-mixer Eppendrof, Hamburg. Germany 
Timer Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe. Germany 
Tissue drying over TDO66 Medite GmbH, Brugdorf. Germany 

Tissue Float bath GFL1052 GFL Gesellschaft Fur Labortechnik GmbH, 
Burgwedel. Germany 

Vortex Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe. Germany 

Water Bath 37Cο Memmert GmbH + Co. KG, Schwabach, 
Germany 

Material Manufacturer 
Cell culture flasks 

(150 Cm2, 75 Cm2, 25Cm2) 
TPP Techno Plastic Products AG, Transadingen, 

(CH) 
Cell Culture Multi-well Plates 
(6-well, 12-well, 24-well, 96-

well) 

TPP Techno Plastic Products AG, Transadingen, 
(CH) 
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Continue table 2.2…. 

 

Cell Culture 6-well plate (Nunc 
Delta™ surface) 

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Dreiech. Germany 
# 140675  

Cell scraper Sarstadt, Numbercht. Germany 
Cell strainer  

(70 μm, 100 μm) 
 

BD Bioscience, Heidelberg. Germany 

Material Manufacturer 
Centrifuge tubes 
(15 mL, 50 mL) 

 
Greiner Bio-one, Frickenhausen, Germany 

Chamber slides  
(8-well glass) 

Nunc, Wiesbaden. Germany 

Cover slips for objective slides 
(24X60 mm) 

Menzel-Glaser Braunschweig. Germany 

Cryo tubes (1.8 mL) Nunc, Wiesbaden. Germany 
Disposable pipettes 
(5 ml, 10 ml, 25 ml, 50 ml) 

 
Greiner Bio-One , Frikenhausen. „Germany“ 

Embedding Cassettes  Klinipath, Duiven. (NL) 
Gloves Cardinal Health, Kleve. Germany 
Grease pencil DAKO, Hamburg. Germany 
Objective slides  
Uncoated (26X16X1 mm) 
Polysine (25X75X1 mm) 

 
Menzel-Glaser Braunschweig. Germany 

O-rings (sealing rings) Dichtelemente areas GmbH, Seevetal. Germany 
Parafilm Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe. Germany 
Pasteur pipettes Brand, Wertheim. Germany 
Petri dishes 
(145X20 mm, 6X20mm) 

Greiner Bio-One, Frikenhausen, Germany 

Pipettes tips 
(0.5-10 μl, 10-100 μl, 100-
1000 μl) 

 
Eppendorf, Hamburg. Germany 

Pressure Dome 844-28 Memscape AS,  the Netherlands 
Pump Tubing Ismatec, Wertheim- Mondfeld. Germany 
Scalpel blades Bayla, Tuttlingen. Germany 
Sterile Filters disposable  
(50 mm, 0.2 μm  

 
Sartorius Stadium Biotech, GÖttingen. Germany 

Syringes  BD Bioscience, Heidelberg. Germany 
Weighting dishes Hartenstein, Wurzburg. Germany 
Whatman filter Paper Hartenstein, Wurzburg. Germany 
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2.3: Laboratory Materials 
Table 2.3: List of Laboratory Materials: 

Material Manufacturer 
Beakers 
(250ml, 500ml, 1L, 2L, 5L) Schott, Mainz. Germany 

Bioreactor small accessories  Nordson Medical, Loveland. “USA” 

Cell crowns for two-dimensional 
culture 

Chair of Tissue Engineering & 
Regenerative medicine, Wurzburg.” 
Germany”. 

Funnels Hartenstein, Wurzburg. Germany. 
 
Continue table 2.3… 
 

Material Manufacturer 

Humidity chamber 
Chair of Tissue Engineering & 

Regenerative medicine, Wurzburg. 
Germany. 

Glass Pipettes 
(2ml, 5ml, 10ml, 25ml) Mercaleo, Munich, Germany 

Laboratory Glass Bottles 
(50ml, 100ml, 250ml, 500ml, 
1000ml) 

Brand, Wertheim. Germany 

Magnetic stirring bars Hartenstein, Wurzburg. Germany 
Magnetic stirring bar retrieval Hartenstein, Wurzburg. Germany 
Measuring cylinders 
(50ml, 100ml, 250ml, 500ml, 
1000ml) 
Plastic  
Glass 

Vitlab GmbH, Grossostheim. Germany 
Brand, Wertheim. Germany 

Objective slide rack Mercaleo, Munich, Germany 
Protective goggles Neolab, Heidelberg. Germany 
Scalpel blade handles Bayha, Tuttlingen. Germany 
Spatula Hartenstein, Wurzburg. Germany 
Stainless steel tissue embedding 
molds Labonord, Monchengladbach. Germany 

Tweezers Assistant, Sondheim. Germany 
Volumetric Flasks with lid 
(250ml, 500ml, 1000ml, 2l, 5l) 

Hirschmann Laborgerate GmbH. Eberstadt. 
Germany 

 
2.4 Chemicals & Solutions:  
2.4.1 General chemical and solutions: 
Table 2.4: General Chemicals and Solution: 

Chemical/Solution Manufacturer Catalog No. 

2-Propanol  Sigma-Aldrich Chemie 
GmbH, Munich, Germany  

33539-2.5-GL-
R-D  
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Continue table 2.4… 

 3-(4,5 Dimethylthiazol-2, 5-
diphenyltetrazolium-bromie 
(MTT) 

Serva, Heidelberg. Germany 
 
20395.01  
 

4,6-Diamidino-2-phenyl-
indoldihydrochloride (DAPI) 

Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany D9542 

β-Mercaptoethanol Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany M7522 

Accutaze Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany 

A6964  
 

Acetone (≥99.5%) Carl Roth GmbH, 
Karlsruhe. Germany 5025.5 

Activin A Thermo scientific, 
Germany. PHG9014 

Adenosine Sigma-aldrich, Munich. 
Germany A4036-5G 

Chemical/Solution Manufacturer Catalog No. 

Ascorbic Acid 
Laborbedarf Schneller M. 
GmbH & Co. KG, 
Estenfeld, Germany  

A36040250  
 

Albumin Factor V (BSA) Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe. 
Germany 90604-29-8 

Alcian Blue solution 
(1%, pH 2 with acetic acid 

Morphiso, Frankfurt, 
Germany 10126,00500 

Ammonium persulfate Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe. 
Germany 9592.1 

B27 supplement 50X Gibco® Life Technologes™, 
Darmstadt. Germany 17504-044 

B27 supplement minus insulin Gibco® Life Technologes™, 
Darmstadt. Germany A1895506 

Basic fibroblast growth factor 
(bFGF) 

PeproTech Hamburg,  
Germany, 

100-18B  
 

BMP4  
Gibco® Life 
Technologes™, Darmstadt. 
Germany 

PHC9534 

BSA protein standard (2mg/ml) Sigma-aldrich, Munich. 
Germany P083410x1ML 

Calcium chloride (CaCl2) VWR, Darmstadt. Germany 1.02391.1000 
CHIR99021 Biomol GmbH , Germany Cay13122-5 

Chloroform Sigma-aldrich, Munich. 
Germany 372978-1L 

DAPI Fluoromount-G™ Southern Biotech, 
Birmingham. USA SBA-0100-20 

Descosept® AF Dr. Schumacher GmbH, 
Melsungen. Germany 00-311-050 

Deoxycholic acid sodium salt 
(≥98%) 

Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe. 
Germany 34842 
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Continue table 2.4… 

Deoxycycline hyclate Sigma-aldrich, Munich. 
Germany D9891 

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) Sigma-aldrich, Munich. 
Germany D2438-50ML 

Dispase Sigma-aldrich, Munich. 
Germany 8418-100ml  

Deoxyribonuclease I (DNase I)  Roche, Penzberg Germany  10104159001  

Donkey serum 
BIOZOL Diagnostica 
Vertrieb GmbH, Eching. 
Germany. 

ECL-
ECS0217D 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle 
Medium (DMEM) 
(4.5g/l D-Glucose)+ GlutaMax ™ 
-1 

Gibco® Life Technologes™, 
Darmstadt. Germany 32430-027 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle 
Medium (DMEM) high Glucose  

Gibco® Life 
Technologes™, Darmstadt. 
Germany 

11965-092 

Chemical/Solution Manufacturer Catalog No. 
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle 
Medium/F-12 (DMEM/F-12) No 
Glutamine 

Gibco® Life 
Technologes™, Darmstadt. 
Germany 

21331-046 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle 
Medium/F-12 (DMEM/F-12)+ 
GlutaMax ™ -1 

Gibco® Life 
Technologes™, Darmstadt. 
Germany 

31331-028 

Eosin Y Sigma-aldrich, Munich. 
Germany E4009-5G 

Ethanol: 
Absolute 
 96% denatured 

Carl Roth GmbH, 
Karlsruhe. Germany 

 
9056-4 
T171-4 

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 
(EDTA) 

Sigma-aldrich, Munich. 
Germany E5134-1KG 

Fetal Calf Serum (FSC): 
 

Lonza, Koln, Germany 
Bio N sell, Feucht, 
Germany 

Lot No. 
8SB016 
Lot No: 
BS196368 
BS196369 
BS210601 

(FSC) continued  PAN-Biotech GmbH, 
Aldenbach. Germany 

Lot No. 
P150508 

Formaldehyde, Phosphate buffer 
(4%, pH7) 

Carl Roth GmbH, 
Karlsruhe. Germany P087.3 

Gelatin Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany  G-1890 

Heparin injection Ratiopharm GmbH, Ulm, 
Germany. 25000 I.E/5mL 
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Continue table 2.4… 

Hydrogen peroxide (30%) Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany 

216763-
500mL 

Hematoxylin acid (HCL) Carl Roth GmbH, 
Karlsruhe. Germany 3816.1 

Hydrochloric acid (HCL) 37% 
1M volumetric standard solution 

Carl Roth GmbH, 
Karlsruhe. Germany 

4625.2 
K025.1 

IWR1 Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany 10161-5MG 

KnockOut™ Serum replacement Gibco® Life Technology™, 
Darmstadt, Germany 10828-028 

L-Cysteine hydrochloride Carl Roth GmbH, 
Karlsruhe. Germany 3468.1 

L-Glutamine Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany 7513-100ml  

Leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) Millipore, Germany ESG1107 

Magnesium chloride Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe. 
Germany HN03.3 

Chemical/Solution Manufacturer Catalog No. 
Matrigel Omni lab FALC356231 

Methanol Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany 34860-2 5R 

Mounting Media: 
Entellan® 

 
Mowiol® 4-88 

 
Merck Chemicals GmbH, 
Darmstadt. Germany 
Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany 

 
107960 
 
81381 

mTeSR™1, defined,  
feeder free maintenance media Stem cell Technologies 85850 

Non-essential amino acids 
(NEAA) 

Invitrogen, Darmstadt, 
Germany 11140-035 

Papain R&D System P4762 

Papain Extraction Buffer; 
-Sodium acetate 2,87gm 
-L-Cysteihydrochloride 0.394gm. 
-EDTA-Na2 salt.2H2O 4,653gm 
Dissolve all in deionized water and 
pH to 6 

 
Carl Roth GmbH, 
Karlsruhe. Germany 
Carl Roth GmbH, 
Karlsruhe. Germany 
Sigma. Germany 
 

 
6773 
 
3468.1 
E5134-1KG 

Paraffin Carl Roth GmbH, 
Karlsruhe. Germany 6642-6 

PD0325901 (N-[(2R)-2,3-
Dihydroxypropoxy]-3,4-difluoro-2-
[(2-fluoro-4-iodophenyl)amino]-
benzamid 

Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany 

PZ0162 
 

Penicillin/Streptomycin 
100X concentrated 

Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany P4333 
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Continue table 2.4… 

 
2.4.2: Cell Culture Buffers and Solutions: 

Table 2.5: Cell Culture buffers and solution: 

Potassium Chloride Merck Chemicals GmbH, 
Darmstadt. Germany 1049361000 

Roswell Park Memorial Institute 
Medium 1640 (RPMI 1640)+ 
GlutaMax™ 

Gibco® Life Technology™, 
Darmstadt, Germany 61870-010 

RPMI 1640 minus insulin Gibco® Life Technology™, 
Darmstadt, Germany 11879-020 

Sodium acetate Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe. 
Germany 6773 

Sodium chloride Carl Roth GmbH, 
Karlsruhe. Germany HN00.3 

Sodium deoxycholate (SDO) Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany D6750  

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) Carl Roth GmbH, 
Karlsruhe. Germany CN30.3 

Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) 
pellets: 
1M volumetric Solution  
5M volumetric Solution 

Carl Roth GmbH, 
Karlsruhe. Germany 

6771.3 
K021.1 
KK71.1 

Sodium-L-Lactate Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany 71718 

Chemical/Solution Manufacturer Catalog No. 

Thrombin Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany T4393  

Triton™ X-100 Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany X100 

Trypan Blue 0.4%  Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany P7949 

VascuLife®  
 

Cell Systems 
Biotechnologie Vertrieb 
GmbH, Troisdorf, 
“Germany” 

LL-0005  

Versene 100 Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Dreiech. Germany 15040066 

XAV 939 (3,5,7,8-Tetrahydro-2-
[4-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]-4H-
thiopyrano[4,3-d]pyrimidin-4-one) 

Sigma-Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany X3004 

Xylene Carl Roth GmbH, 
Karlsruhe. Germany 9713.3 

Y-27632 R&D 1254/10 
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Media/ Buffer Composition 
 0.05% 
Trypsin/EDTA 
working solution  

10ml Trypsin/EDTA 0.5% (10x) +90ml PBS solution stored at 
4°C  

Cardiac Basal 
medium 

RPMI 1640 500ml contains;                                             
2% B27 Supplement (50x) 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin, 0.4% 
Ascorbic acid (25 mg/ml),  0. 2% Mercaptoethanol (50 mM). 

Cardiac 
Differentiation 
medium 

RPMI 1640  500ml contains; 2% B27 Supplement (50”x”) 
insulin minus, 1 % Penicillin/Streptomycin, 0.4% Ascorbic 
acid (25 mg/ml), 0,2% Mercaptoethanol (50 mM) 

Dispase solution  100mg Dispase  + 50ml DMEM/F12 minus Glutamine 

Endothelial cells 
culture medium 

VascuLife Basal medium 475 ml  include; rh bFGF 5 ng/ml – 
Ascorbic acid 50 μg/ml – Hydrocortisone Hemisuccinate 1 
μg/ml -L-Glutamine 10 mM– rh IGF-1 15 ng/ml – rhEGF 5 
ng/ml – rh VEGF 5 ng/ml – Heparin sulfate 0,75 U/ml –FBS 
5%.   Store in 4C°. 

Fibroblast culture 
medium  

10% (V/V) FBS 
1% Penicillin/Streptomycin DMEM /Glutamax , Store in 4C° 

 
 
 
 
 
Continue table 2.5… 
 

Media/ Buffer Composition 

MEF cells 
medium 

DMEM high Glucose 500ml contains; 
FBS 94 ml, 2% Pen/strep, 6.25ml 200mM glutamine, 6.25 ml 
MEM nonessential amino acid. 

MSC medium DMEM/F12 500ml contains; 
10% FCS, 50μg/ml ascorbic acid, 1% Pen/Strep. 

mTeSR ™1 
medium 80% mTeSR™1 medium + 20% supplements. 

MTT reagent 
(3mg/ml) 

3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5- diphenyltetrazoliumbromide 
(MTT) dissolved in ultrapure water (MilliQ

® )  
MTT solution (1 
mg/ml)  

MTT reagent (3 mg/ml)  (1 volume) 
Cell specific culture medium (3 volumes) 

PBS-/EDTA  
PBS solution without Ca 2+ , Mg2+  (500ml) ,0.5MNa2- 
EDTA·2H2O (500μl) 

Porcine iPSc 
medium (I) 

DMEM/F12 400ml contains; 
Knockout Serum replacement 100 ml, 1% L-Glutamine, 1% 
Pen/Strep, 3,5μl β-Mercaptoethanol, 5-10 μg human bFGF 

Porcine iPSc 
medium (II) 

DMEM/F12 400ml contains; 
Knockout Serum replacement 100 ml, 1% L-Glutamine, 1% 
Pen/Strep, 100μM β-Mercaptoethanol, 1% NEAA, 10ng/ml 
LIF, 1μM PD0325901, 3μM CHIR99021, 2μg/ml 
doxycycline. 
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Porcine iPsc 
embryoid body 
differentiation 
medium 

DMEM/F12 400ml contains; 
Knockout Serum replacement 100 ml, 1% L-Glutamine, 1% 
Pen/Strep, 100μM β-Mercaptoethanol, 1% NEAA, 2μg/ml 
deoxycyclin. 

Reprogramming 
media 

DMEM/F12; 20% Knock out serum, 1% L-Glutamine, 1% 
Pen/Strep, 100μM β-Mercaptoethanol, 1% NEAA, 10ng/ml  
basic fibroblast growth factor. 

 

2.4.3: Histology Buffers and Solutions: 
Table 2.6: Histology buffers and solutions: 

Buffer/ Solution Composition 
Antibody diluent  
 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS 5% (W/V)  
Filtered and stored in 4C°. 

Blocking solution  Donkey serum in Antibody diluent freshly 5% (v/v) 
prepared prior to use 

Citrate buffer stock 
solution (10x 
concentrated) 

42 g/l Citric acid monohydrate  
17.6 g/l NaOH pellets in Ultrapure water pH 6.0 (stored at 
RT) 

Citrate buffer 
working  solution  

Citrate buffer stock solution 10% (v/v) in Ultrapure water 
(MilliQ

® ) 

Buffer/ Solution Composition 
Embedding solution 
(aqueous) 0.1% DAPI in Mowiol

® 4-88(stored at -20C°)  
Eosin 10mg/ml Eosin Y in  Ultrapure water  (stored at RT) 

Hemalum 

(1.2g/L) Hematoxylin, 
(0.2g/L) NaIO3, 
(20g/L)  Potassium alum, 
(20g/L) Chloral hydrate, 
(1g/L) Citric acid monohydrate in Ultrapure water 
(MilliQ®) used after four weeks of maturation (stored at 
RT). 

HCl-Ethanol (HE 
staining) 

6.85% (v/v) HCl 1M in 
Ethanol 50% (stored at RT)  

Hydrogen peroxide 
3 % (H2 O2 )  

10% (v/v) H2O2 30% in Ultrapure water  prepared freshly 
before use. 

Permeabilization 
solution 0.2% (v/v) Triton™X-100 in PBS  (stored at RT)  . 
Tris-EDTA buffer 
stock solution (10x 
concentrated) 

12.11 g/l Tris base  3.72 g/l Na2-EDTA in Ultrapure water 
 pH 9.0 (stored at RT). 

Tris-EDTA buffer 
working  solution 

10% (v/v) Tris-EDTA stock solution in 
Ultrapure water (store at RT). 
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Continue table 2.6… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2.5 Kits: 
 
Table 2.7: Table of kits used: 
 

Kit Supplier/Catalog No Supplier/Catalog No 

Alkaline Phosphatase 
Detections kit. 

Fast Red Violet-solution 
(0,8 g/l)                             
Naphthol AS-BI 
Phosphate-solution (4 
mg/ml) in AMP-buffer (2 
mol/l),  
pH 9,5 

Merck Millipore 
Germany 
SCR004 

BD Cytofix/ Cytoperm 
Fixation/ Permeabilization 
Kit (FACS-staining) 

BD Perm/Wash™ Buffer 
(100 ml)                 
Fixation/Permeabilizatio
n -Solution (125 ml) 

BD Biosciences 
Germany 554714 

Blyscan™Glycosam-
inoglycan assay 

Dye reagent                                                     
Sodium Nitrite solution                                     
Dissociation reagent                                         
Standard 100μg/mL                                         
Acetic acid solution                                         
Ammonium sulfamate. 

Biocolor. (UK) 
B1000 

cDNA-iScript Kit (cDNA-  5 × Reactions mix for Bio-Rad Laboratories 

 
Washing buffer 
(PBS-T) 
 

10% (v/v) Washing buffer stock solution 
0.5% (v/v) Tween

® -20 

Washing buffer 
stock solution             
(PBS, 10x 
concentrated) 

1370 mM NaCl 
26.8 mM KCl 
14.5 mM KH2PO4 
64.6 mM Na2PO4·2H2O in; 

Ultrapure water (MilliQ®) pH 7.2, autoclaved before use 
(stored at RT). 
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Synthisase) the Reverse Transcription                                                   
iScript reverse 
Transcriptase                         
nuclease free Water 

GmbH Germany      170-
8891 

CellTiter-Glo
® 

Luminescent Cell Viability 
Assay 

CellTiter -Glo® buffer 
CellTiter-Glo substrate 

Promega. Germany  
G7570 

IHC-Kit DCS SuperVision 
2 HRP 

DCS polymer enhancer.                                 
DCS polymer Reagent.                                  
DAB Concentrate 
solution.                              
DAB Substrate buffer 

DCS Innovative 
Diagnostic-System 
GmbH & Co. KG, 
Hamburg, 
Germany,PD000KIT 

Pico Green dsDNA Assay 

Quantiti-T™ picogreen 
dsDNA reagent. 
TE-buffer 20X                                                     
Lambda DNA slandered 
100ug/mL 

Thermo Fisher Scientific 
GmbH Germany 
PT11496 

RNeasy Micro Kit 
(mRNA-Isolation)  

 

Eppendorff tubes (1,5 ml)                                     
Eppendorff tubes (2,0 ml)                             
Carrier RNA, poly-A – 
RDD-buffer                        
RLT-buffer                                                    
RNase-free DNase I 
(lyophilized)               
RNase-free water                                          
RNeasy MiniElute® Spin 
Columns                             
RPE-buffer (concentrate)                              
RW1-buffer  

QUIAGEN Germany 
74004  
 

 
 
 
 
 
Continue table 2.7… 

Kit Supplier/Catalog No Supplier/Catalog 
No 

SsoFast EvaGreen 
Supermix (RT-
qPCR)  

2 × Real time PCR-Mix:                                
dNTPs                                                            
EvaGreen                                                      
MgCl2                                                            
Sso7d fusion Polymerase  
Stabilisatoren  

Bio-Rad Laboratories 
GmbH Germany 
172-5202  
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2.6: Antibodies: 
Table 2.8: List of Antibodies used in histology and immunofluorescence (IF), 

immunoperoxidase staining with DAB (DAB): 

Antibodies / Isotype Host Dilution Supplier/Catalog No 

Alexa Fluor
® 488 anti-

Mouse IgG (H+L)  
Goat 1:200 Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH 

35503 

Alexa Fluor
® 488 anti-

Mouse IgG (H+L)  
Donke
y  1:400 Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH 

A21202 

Alexa Fluor
® 488 anti-

Rabbit IgG (H+L) 
Donke
y 

1:400 
 

Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH 
A21206  

Alexa Fluor
® 555 anti-

Rabbit IgG (H+L) 
Donke
y 

1:400 Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH,    
A-31572 

Alexa Fluor
® 555 anti-

Mouse IgG (H+L)  
Donke
y 

1:400 Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH,    
A-31570  

Alexa Fluor
® 647 anti-

Mouse IgG (H+L)  
Donke
y 

1:400 Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH,    
A-31571 

Alexa Fluor
® 647 anti-

Rabbit IgG (H+L)  
Donke
y 

1:400 Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH,    
A-31573 

Alpha Fetoprotein (AFP) Rabbit 1:100 DAKO, Germany.                          
A-0008 

Alpha Actinin / IgG1 Rabbit 1:500- 
1:1000 

Sigma Aldrich Germany  
HPA006035-100UL 

Alpha smooth muscle 
actin / IgG2a 

Mouse  0.1 - 0.5 
µg/ml 

Abcam, Cambridge, UK                
ab7817  

Cardiac Troponin C / 
IgG 

Mouse 1:100  Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., 
Heidelberg,  
Germany                                     
sc-48347  

Cardiac Troponin T / 
IgG1 

Rabbit 1:1000 Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, 
München, Germany  
HPA0015774  

 
 
Continue table 2.8… 
 

Antibodies / Isotype Host Dilution Supplier/Catalog No 
Cardiac Troponin T / 
IgG1 

Mouse 1:100 Abcam, Cambridge, UK      
ab8295      

CD31 / IgG1 Mouse 1:100 Abcam, Cambridge, UK      
ab24590 

CD31 / IgG Mouse 1:5000 Antibodies online GmbH, 
Aachen, Germany      M0823 

CD34/ IgG Rabbit 1:50 Abcam, Cambridge, “UK”.    
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ab110643       

CD90 / IgG Rabbit 1:200 Abcam, Cambridge, “UK”     
 ab92574 

Collagen III / IgG Mouse 1:200 Abcam, Cambridge, “UK”.    
 ab23746 

Connexin 43 / IgG1 Mouse 1:1000 Sigma Aldrich, Munich, 
Germany   
MAB3068 

Elastin /IgG Rabbit 1:100 Abcam, Cambridge, “UK”      
ab21610 

Fibronectin / IgG Rabbit 1:100 Abcam, Cambridge, “UK”    
 ab23750 

NANOG / IgG2a Goat 1:100 Thermo Fisher scientific GmbH  
PAS-18406 

SSEA-4 / IgG3k Mouse 1:100 Stem cell Technology                                    
60062, clon Mc-813-70 

TRA1-60 / IgM Mouse 1:250 Millipor, Germany                
MAB4360 

β Tubulin Isotype III 
(TUBB) / IgG2b 

Mouse 1:400 Sigma Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany. T8660 

VE-Cadhrine/ IgG Mouse 1:50 Abcam, Cambridge, “UK”      
ab7047 

Vemintin Rabbit 1:100 Abcam, Cambridge, “UK”      
EPR3776 

vWF/ IgG Rabbit 1:200 Abcam, Cambridge, “UK”     
ab6994 

Fibronectin / IgG Rabbit 1:100 Abcam, Cambridge, “UK”    
ab23750 

NANOG / IgG2a Goat 1:100 Thermo Fisher scientific GmbH  
PAS-18406 

SSEA-4 / IgG3k Mouse 1:100 Stem cell Technology                                    
#60062, clon Mc-813-70 

TRA1-60 / IgM Mouse 1:250 Millipor, Germany                
MAB4360 

 
 
 

Antibodies / Isotype Host Dilution Supplier/Catalog No 
β Tubulin Isotype III 
(TUBB) / IgG2b 

Mouse 1:400 Sigma Aldrich, Munich. 
Germany.   T8660 

VE-Cadhrine/ IgG Mouse 1:50 Abcam, Cambridge, “UK”       
ab7047 

Vemintin Rabbit 1:100 Abcam, Cambridge, “UK”      
EPR3776 

vWF/ IgG Rabbit 1:200 Abcam, Cambridge, “UK”       
ab6994 
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Continue table 2.8… 
 

Table 2.9: List of control Isotype Used: 

Isotype Host Dilution Producer 

IgG Rabbit 5mg/mL Abcam, Cambridge “UK”. 
 172730  

IgG2a-FITC  Rat 1:25 eBioscience Germany.   
53-4321-80  

IgG2a-PE  Mouse 1:10 
Miltenyi Biotec GmbH 
Germany. 
130-091-835  

IgG3, k-PE  Mouse 1:25 BD Pharmingen Germany. 
559926  

IgM-PE  Mouse 1:25 BD Pharmingen Germany. 
555058  

2.7: Software: 
Software Version Using for Company 

Bio-Rad CFX Manager  
 
GraphPad Prism  
 
Keyence BZ II 
Analyzer 
Keyence BZ II Viewer 
 
LAS X 
 
Tacan iControl 

3.0 
 
6.07 
 
2.1 
 
2.1 
 
 
 
2.11 

qRT-PCR (CFX96) 
 
Statistics and graphs 
 
Fluorescence figures 
 
Fluorescence Figures 
  Figures 
 
Luminescence  
(Tecan infinite 200) 

BioRad, Germany 
 
GraphPad prism Co, 
Germany 
Keyence. Germany 
 
Keyence. Germany 
 
Leica Microsystem, 
Germany 
Tecan GmbH, 
Germany 

 

 

 

2.8: Biological Materials: 
Table 2.10: List of cell lines and other biological material: 

Cell Line  
ARiPS  (Human iPSc)     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CF-1MEF 4M Mito  

IMR90-4 (Human iPSc)           

Human Mesenchymal stem cells (MSC)                  

Human skin microvascular endothelial cells                
Human skin Fibroblast                
Porcine skin Fibroblast                

psPAX2 plasmid     
pMD2 G plasmid     
STEMCCA lentivirus vector         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3. Methods: 
 
 
3.1: Decellularization of Cardiac tissue:  
The protocol for decellularization was adapted from Ott et al. which describes (1) rat 

tissue and (3) porcine tissue. All animals were treated in compliance with Care and the 

use of Laboratory animals Guide published By the National Institution of Health (NIH) 

and the approval of Institutional board of animal protection and the German society for 

animal care (section  §4 Abs. 3).  

 For Rats: 10-12-week-old Sprague Dawley Rats were anesthetized by 100mg/kg 

Ketamine followed by 10mg/Kg Xylazine injected intraperitonially after systemic 

heparinization. The pericardium was exposed after median sternotomy and a cut was 

made at the descending Aorta with clamping all three brachiocephalic branches. The 

Aorta was ligated using 1.8 mm cannula, and retrograde coronary perfusion started 

under a constant pressure of 77mm Hg (Fig.5). Heparinized PBS- containing 10μM 

adenosine was used for 15 min to flush out any residual blood in the heart followed by 

1% SDS in MilliQ water for 12 hours, then 15 min of water, and 30 min of 1% Triton 

X 100 in MilliQ water. The scaffold was then flushed using PBS/ antibiotics (100U 

streptomycin, 100U penicillin) for additional 124 hours. Tissue was then sent for 

Gamma sterilization at a dose of 25 gray.  

For Porcine: Similar protocol was followed with a minor diversion by using 

different detergent SDO for decellularization in parallel to SDS.  The piglets (3 months 

old, 15–25 kg) were anesthetized using trapanal Fentanyl, heparinized (1000UE/Kg) 

and sacrificed using (T61
®
). A median sternotomy cut was made to expose the 

pericardium and ligate the heart through the ascending Aorta using reducing connector 

to fit around the Aorta. The heart was then placed in a 5-liter chamber and retrograde 

coronary perfusion was started with heparinized PBS under constant pressure of about 

60 mmHg for 4-5 hours (Fig. 5). Following the previous protocol: (1) 4%SDO in MilliQ 

water was used for seven days of decellularization, followed by 3 hours of MilliQ water, 

then one day with 1% Triton X-100 in milliQ water. The heart was then flushed for 

another seven days with PBS-+antibiotic  (100U Penicillin, 100U streptomycin) 

solution; and (2) 1% SDS in MilliQ water was used to decellularized the heart for 3 
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days, followed by 3 hours of MilliQ water rinsing, and one day of 1% Triton X 100 in 

MilliQ water. The scaffold later flushed with PBS-/antibiotics solution, then send to 

gamma irradiation sterilization.   

 

3.2 Cell isolation and preparation: 
3.2.1 Human Primary cells: In the recellularization of rat/Porcine heart 

scaffolds, three different types of cells were used: human fibroblast (h fibs), human 

microvascular endothelial cells (HMEC), Human Mesenchymal stem cells (h MSC), 

and human cardiac cells derived from induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSc-CM). All 

cell biopsies were done with the approval of ethical committee of the University of 

Wurzburg (vote 182/10). Written consents were obtained from either the patients or 

their families.

Figure (5):  Setting of the system used for rat/porcine heart decellularization. The system 
include peristaltic pump, designed to correlate with pressure sensor and adjust flow rate 
according to the desired pressure set in the apparatus. This allows controlled parameters 
throughout the process.  
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3.2.1.1: Isolation and propagation of Fibroblast and endothelial cells from skin 
biopsy:  
Following a Standard operating procedure (SOP), a protocol was established at the 

department of tissue engineering; skin biopsy was transferred to a petri dish containing 

PBS- and rinsed three times. A sample from the tissue-transferred media was collected 

and incubated at 37C° in a T25 flask for sterility control. Using a scalpel, fat and 

connective tissue was removed and washed again three times with PBS-. Then the 

biopsy was cut in to 2-3 mm stripes and incubated for 16-18 hours in dispase (2U/ml).  

In the following day tissue was transferred in to a petri dish filled with PBS- after the 

dispase was aspirated. With forceps the epidermal from dermal was detached and 

dermal part used for fibroblast isolation. The dermal parts were cut further without 

chopping, rinsed with PBS- and transferred in a 50mL tube containing pre-warmed 

(37C°) 10 mL collagenase (500U/mL). Tissue was incubated for 45 minutes at 37C° 

and then centrifuged at 1,200 rpm for 5 minutes. The supernatant was aspirated and re-

suspended in 2mL DMEM/ 10% FSC media. On the following day 6 mL of media was 

added to the flask without disturbing the floating pieces. Media was changed after five 

days and then every 2 days. Cells split when they reached 80-90% confluency.     

 For Microvascular Endothelial cells isolation, the dermal pieces were washed with 

10 ml Versene, then transferred to a 50mL tube containing pre-warmed (37C°) 

Trypsin/EDTA 0.05%. Tissue was Incubated at 37C° for 40 minutes and then the 

reaction was stopped by adding 1 mL FCS. Tissues then transferred in to a petri dish 

containing pre-warmed Vasculife™ media, using forceps cells were squeezed out, then 

passed through a strainer and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1200 rpm. Media was 

changed after 2-3 days, then washed with versine and incubated for 15 min at 37C°, 

followed by PBS- wash, and then the cell culture media was added for propagation.  

3.2.1.2: Isolation of mesenchymal stem cells from spongiosa, 

Human bone spongiosa was provided by Uni Klinikum hospital. The biopsy was placed 

in 50mL centrifuge tube, with 20 mL pre-warmed PBS--/EDTA.  Then the sample was 

vigorously shaken to wash out blood. Supernatant was aspirated carefully and fresh 

pre-warmed PBS-/EDTA added. This step was repeated until the biopsy turned white, 

then centrifuged at 300g for 5 minutes. Supernatant was aspirate and pallet re-

suspended with 25 ml pre-warmed Mesenchymal stem cell media and plated in a T150 

flask with tissue chunks. Culture was untouched for three days to allow cell attachment. 

Later, media with unattached cells was aspirated and fresh MSC media added.  
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3.2.1.3: Cell Number Calculation,  

Cell number and viability can be determined by using hemocytometer counting 

chamber and trypan blue dye.  Cell sample is mixed with 0.4% Trypan blue and 10μl 

of this is added beneath the chamber and the coverslip at the edge, allowing the solution 

distribution on the chamber.  Cells are then counted on the four quadrants of the 

chamber. Living cells will appear shiny and colorless, whereas dead cells will appear 

stained blue. 

 Using special equation the number can be estimated.  

x ̄ L C · V C F · D F = C C 

x ̄ L C = Average number of cells in the four quadrants. 

V C F = Chamber Factor (104/ml). 

D F = Dilution factor with trypan blue. 

CC = Cell count. 

Total cell viability can be calculated as the Number of live cells to the total cell count. 

3.2.1.4: Passaging cells, 

When cells reached 80-90% confluency, they had to be split and passaged to avoid 

overgrowing. Culture media was aspirated, and then the cells were washed with PBS-

/EDTA twice to remove any residual FSC. 2ml of 0.05% Trypsin/EDTA was added 

and the flask was then placed at 37C° for 3 minutes to allow cell detachment, and 4mL 

of complete media or FCS was then added to stop reaction. Detached cells were 

collected and centrifuged at 1200rpm for 5 min, then re-suspended and counted as 

mentioned in (sec. 3.2.1.3) and cultured to the desired number. Media was changed two 

days later.  

3.2.1.5: Freezing and Thawing Cells, 

Cell lines are always frozen at lower passages. First, cells are detached by 

Trypsinization as mentioned (section 3.2.1.4) and counted (section 3.2.1.3). Then, the  

cell number was adjusted to one million cell/mL in Freezing Media (10% DMSO in 

complete media or FSC) in a cryo tube.  Cells were then quickly placed in a freezing 

chamber at -80C° for 24 hours before being transferred into a liquid nitrogen Tank. 

To start cells from Liquid nitrogen; Cells quickly transferred and thawed in 37C° water 

bath by shaking for two min then 1mL of FSC added to stop DMSO effect. Then 3mL 

of culture media was added to the cells and spun at 1200rpm for 5 minutes. The pallet 

was re-suspended in complete media and cell count and viability determined as in 
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section (3.2.1.2). Cells cultured according to the desired number, and media was 

changed the following day. 

3.2.2: Human Induced pluripotent Stem Cells:  
Two induced pluripotent cell lines were used to be differentiated into cardiac cells: (1) 

ARiPS, and (2) IMR-90 4. Both needed special care and maintenance requirements.   

3.2.2.1: Matrigel™ plate preparation, 

To achieve good cell attachments in Culture a special six-well plate (Nucleon™ delta 

Surface) was used with 0.5mg Matrigel™ per 12 mL of DMEM/F12 media, without 

Glutamine for each six-well plate. The Matrigel™ dissolved on ice with cold media, 

and 2mL per well was prepared and kept at room temperature for an hour before use. 

When the plate was not used directly, 1 mL of media was added an hour later, and the 

plate was sealed with parafilm, labeled, and stored at 4C°. The plate can be used until 

two weeks from preparation. 

3.2.2.2: Induced pluripotent stem cell maintenance, 

For both iPSc lines, mTeSR™1 media was used for daily maintenance as it contains 

supplements that preserve the pluripotency characteristics on feeder free culture. The 

media was freshly prepared and used for no longer than two days. It was changed on 

cells everyday 2ml/well. 

3.2.2.3: Induced pluripotent stem cell passaging: 

Induced pluripotent stem cells need a careful passaging protocol, depending on cells’ 

morphology, colony size, and density. If the field had 10% or more differentiated cells, 

then picking was required before enzymatic splitting.  For enzymatic splitting, dispase 

2mg/ml was used for IMR-90 cells and accutase® ARiPs cells. The media was aspirated 

from 6-well plates, and 2 mL of dispase solution added after being freshly prepared by 

mixing with 2mg/ml DMEM/F12 without glutamine. Plates were then placed in 37C° 

incubator for 7 minutes. Plates were then removed from the incubator, and when the 

detached colonies’ edges were observed under ?, dispase was aspirated and wells rinsed 

with pre-warmed DMEM/F12 media without glutamine (1mL per each well). Cells 

were collected using 1000ul pipet tip by vigorously re-suspending. The rinsing step was 

repeated three times to ensure that all cells were collected. Cells were then spinet at 

200g for 3 minutes, and re suspended in mTeSR™ media with 10uM ROCK inhibitor 

Y27632.  IMR-90 cells usually split in 1:6 or 1:8 ratios depending on cells’ growth rate. 

Plates were placed in incubator and media changed the following day with mTeSR™ 
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without ROCK inhibitor.  For ARiPs cells, media was aspirated and 2mL of accutase®  

added in each well, then plate was incubated at 37C° for 6 minutes. One mL of pre-

warmed DMEM/F12 no Glutamine was added into each well to stop enzyme reaction. 

Using Eppendorff 1000ul tip, cells were re-suspended and collected in a 50 mL Falcon 

tube. This step was repeated twice to ensure collecting all cells, before centrifuged at 

200g for 3 minutes. Cells were then cultured in mTeSR™ media with 10uM Rock 

inhibitor Y27632 and media was changed the following day without ROCK inhibitor 

addition. The splitting ratio of ARiPs depends on growth rate and proliferation ratio is 

1:6 to 1:8. 

3.2.2.4: Thawing and Freezing of Induced pluripotent stem cells,  

Freezing of iPSc started by enzymatic detaching of cells as described in section 3.2.2.3. 

Cells were then centrifuged at 200g for 5 minutes and re-suspended in 1mL freezing 

media (90% Knock out serum and 10% DMSO). Cells were then transferred into a cryo-

vial and placed at -80C° for 24 hours before being stored in a liquid nitrogen tank. 

For thawing the cells from liquid nitrogen, the cells were quickly transferred on ice and 

thawed in 37C° water bath by shaking for 2 minutes. Once cells thawed, 1mL of 

mTeSR™ media was added with 10uM ROCK inhibitor, and the cells were re-

suspended, and cultured in 3-4 wells of 6-well plate. Media was changed the following 

day without ROCK inhibitor addition. 

3.2.2.5: Differentiation of human induced pluripotent stem cells to cardiac cells, 

Differentiation of iPSc cells to cardiac cells depends on systemic manipulation of BMP 

and Wnt signaling pathways as described in (4) (Fig 6).  The protocol was applied on 

both cell lines, IMR-90 and ARiPs.  When cells reached 80% confluency, 

differentiation started with the addition of BMP4 10ng/ml and CHIR990221 5uM in 

RPMI 1640 containing B27 supplement 2%, ascorbic acid 50μg/mL, β- 

mercaptoethanol 50mM, and penicillin/streptomycin 1%. 24 hours later, the BMP4 was 

omitted and cells were incubated for 24 hours further with the same media. On day 2, 

cells were kept in RPMI 1640 media with B27 minus insulin [cardiac differentiation 

media] for additional 24 hours. On days 3-7, cells were incubated in cardiac 

differentiation media with the addition of 10μM of XAV939 Wnt inhibitor. Afterwards, 

cells were cultured back in cardiac basal media with B27 for two days before the 

enrichment media started, RPMI without glucose but contained 4mM sodium L-lactate, 

for 4-5 days. Thereafter, cells were cultured in cardiac basal media (Fig.6).  
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3.2.3: Re-programming of porcine skin Fibroblast into Porcine induced 

Pluripotent Stem Cells (p iPSc), 
The reprogramming protocol was adapted from the protocols described in (5,6) (Fig.7). 

Porcine skin fibroblasts were plated at a density of 1X105 cells on a gelatin coated 

35mm plate or in one well of a 6-well plate in 10% FSC DMEM media (5,6).  The next 

day, cells were infected with human STEMCAA-IoxP lentivirus that had the four 

genes: OCT4, Sox2, klf-4, and c-myc. In S2 culture hood, 4 mL of the virus was 

prepared and mixed with 4ul of the polybrene then added to the culture media, plate 

then incubated for 16-20 hours. Media was then changed with complete cardiac basal 

media (CBM). Two days later, cells were cultured on mitomycin treated mouse 

embryonic fibroblast (MEF) in reprogramming media. Three weeks further, colonies 

of iPSc cells started growing and were ready to be picked individually and expanded 

on Matrigel™. When cells started losing the pluripotency characters, they were 

cultured back on MEF cells. Media was changed on daily basis and split when cells 

reached 70% confluency.  

 

 

3.2.3.1: Preparing Mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) plates, 

Porcine iPSc were always cultured on MEF cells in a special media (porcine iPSc media 

Figure (6): Day by day steps of human iPSc of cardiac differentiation protocol 

Figure (7):  Reprogramming steps of skin fibroblast to induce porcine iPSc formation. 
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II) to preserve the pluripotency characters of the cells. As it showed that Matrigel™ 

and mTeSr™ media were not the best conditions for these cells in term of pluripotency 

preservation,  six-well plates were coated with 2% gelatin and incubated for 2 hours at 

37C°. MEF cells were thawed, re-suspended in 4 ml MEF media, and centrifuged at 

1200rpm for 4 minutes. Pallet then re-suspended in MEF media and cultured at a 

density of 2x106 cell per 6-wells, incubated and used after 24 hours. 

3.2.3.2: Splitting Porcine Induced pluripotent stem cells (piPSc), 

Porcine iPSc has to be split when it is 70-80% confluent. As described in section 3.2.2.3, 

dispase enzyme 2mg/ml was used. When cells detached, they were collected in a 50mL 

tube and centrifuged at 200g for 3 minutes. Since the culture was mixed with MEF cells, 

an optional extra step was performed to separate cells. The mixture of cells was cultured 

on a 2% gelatin coated plate and incubated for an hour at 37C° to allow MEF attachment. 

Then non-attached cells (piPSc) were collected, and plated in new 6-well plates on fresh 

MEF cells and piPSc media II with ROCK inhibitor 10μg/ml. Media then changed the 

following day with piPSc II media without ROCK inhibitor. Split ratio of the cells was 

1:6-1:10 depending on proliferation rate.  

3.2.3.3: Freezing and thawing porcine induced Pluripotent stem cells: 

To freeze the piPSc, cells were detached with dispase 2mg/mL as described in 3.2.2.3. 

Cells were then centrifuged at 200g for 3minutes, then re-suspended in I ml freezing 

media; (90% knock out serum and 10% DMSO); cell number was 1X106 cells per cryo 

vial. Quickly freezing chamber placed in -80C° for 24 hours then transfer into liquid 

nitrogen. To thaw cells, cryo vial brought to a 37C° water bath, and shacked for 2 

minutes, then 1 ml of piPSc II media added with 10μg/mL ROCK inhibitor to collected 

cells. Centrifuge at 200g for 3 minutes and pallet was re suspended with 8 ml of media 

then cultured in 4-wells of MEF 6-well plate. The next day, the media was changed 

with ROCK inhibitor free media.  

3.2.3.4: Differentiation of porcine induced pluripotent stem cells into cardiac cells, 

Porcine iPSc have different morphology and characteristics from Human iPSc. For this 

reason, various differentiation protocols were applied, one of which is that applied on 

human iPSc described in section 3.2.2.5 (4). Since these cells had common properties 

and morphology with embryonic stem cells (ECS), a protocol that was suitable for ESC 

differentiation to cardiac cells was used. The protocol, as described in (7), started when 

cells detached (as in section 3.2.3.2) using 2mg/mL dispase enzyme. Cells then plated 

on Matrigel™ coated plate at 100,1000 cell/cm2 density. MEF-CM (MEF condition 
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media), was collected on a daily basis from MEF cells culture, and 8ng/ml of bFGF 

was used on cells for 6 days. The differentiation started on day 7 when MEF-CM was 

replaced by RPMI 1640 with B27 supplemented and 100ng/ml human activin A for 24 

hours. Then 10ng/ml of human BMP-4 was used for 4 days.  The cells were then 

switched to a cardiac basal media (CBM) for 2-3 weeks.  

 

3.3: Recellularization of cardiac scaffolds: 
3.3.1: Rat Cardiac Scaffold Re-seeding 3D dynamic culture, 
The heart was mounted in a special designed bioreactor established in TERM chair for 

this purpose (Fig.9). Following the Mathew et al. (8) protocol, a flow of vascolife 

endothelial cell special media was started for 24 hours at a rate of 5ml/min in 37C° 5% 

CO2 incubator. Human microvascular endothelial cells (hMVEC) were injected 

through the brachiocephalic artery and the inferior vena cava vain at total number of 

2X107cells on each in 500μl media.  The scaffold was then placed back in the incubator, 

with no flow on, to allow cells’ attachment overnight. Next day, the flow started on 

scaffold at 1ml/min for the first day to be increased gradually till it reached 3ml/min. 

The culture was incubated for 7 -10 days with regular pressure measurement thoughout 

the experiment, with media being changed every 5 days. Media cell perfusate was 

collected at different point times of experiment for cell viability testing. The second 

part of re-seeding was a co-culture of human fibroblast cells (hFibs), human 

mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC), and iPSc-CM in a ratio of 1:1:2 as mentioned in 

(9,10,11). It was observed that co-culture of the three cell types helps cardiac cells 

integrate and distribute evenly rather than aggregate when cultured alone on the 

scaffold. Regarding cell number, it was negotiable as mentioned in (9), and starting 

with high number of cells doesn’t ensure better cell survival. Therefore, a decision was 

to have a total number of 5X106 cell/cm-2 of tissue on the ratio mentioned above, 

followed by a series of cell number standardization experiments.  Cells were injected 

in few intramural injections in different spots of the left and right ventricles, in a total 

of 800ul media. The scaffold was afterwards incubated overnight in a static culture in 

the bioreactor in the incubator; with media flow started the next day at rate of 3ml/min 

and pulsatile pressure with maximum 10±2 mmHg (Fig.8). The culture media used for 

cells is a mixture of Vascolife media, MSC media, and CBM in ratio of 1:1:1. The 

culture was run for 6 weeks, and the sample was fixed by 4% PFA for histological 
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assessments. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.2: Cell viability assay: MTT & Cell Titer GloCell, 
 Viability during experiment was checked in different time points. In order to do so, 

perfusate sampling was frequently collected from bioreactor and saved at -20C° for 

Figure(8): Setting of 3D dynamic culture of Rat Heart scaffold with special designed 

bioreactor the re-seeded heart scaffold mounted in the  bioreactor at a flow rate 3mL/min 

and maximum pressure of 10±2mmHg. 

Figure (9): Custom-made mini bioreactor for Rat heart recellularization with two 
convenient arms allows media changing and sampling without affecting the tissue 
position.  
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assay later.  Perfusate 1 was at 48 hours after dynamic culture started, 2 was collected 

at day 6 and, 3 were at day 10. This test depends on color change of tetrazolium salt 

from yellow to purple due to a metabolic reduction of formalin by NADPH–enzyme in 

the endoplasmic reticulum or by succinate dehydrogenase of the mitochondria.  In 

parallel, the collected perfusate were used to culture endothelial cells in 2D 6-well 

plates for two days to observe cell viability and survival as well. MTT (3-(4,5-

Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) working solution was 

prepared 1mg/ml by mixing stock solution with culture media 1:3. Aspirate cell culture 

medial and add 1.5 ml of this solution then incubate for 4 hours at 37C° and 5%CO2.  

Media was aspirated and 1 ml of extraction solution was added to each well, and then 

incubated on an orbital shaker for 30 minutes at room temperature. The extraction step 

could be repeated till cells become white in color. The extract is then mixed, and 200μL 

is pipetted in each well of 96-well reading plate in triplet, then absorbance measurement 

is determined using TECAN reader at 570nm. Blank was measured in parallel using 

Isopropanol 0.04N HCl.  

3.3.2: Porcine Cardiac Scaffold Re-seeding in 2D static and 3D 

dynamic culture, 
For Porcine scaffold, the first plan was to be re-seeded with porcine cells in an attempt 

to establish a clinical model. For that purpose, porcine iPSc line was established, 

characterized, and differentiated, as well as porcine aortic endothelial cells and 

fibroblasts. However, yield of the cardiac cells’ differentiation was limited to start with. 

Therefore, alternatively, the human cells were used instead, as in the rat model.   Porcine 

heart scaffold was cannulated through the left coronary artery by an 18G cannula and 

secured by surgical sutures. A section of the tissue was cut in the area around the artery, 

including parts of left ventricle and right ventricle with the coronary artery in the middle. 

The tissue was 9 cm in length approximately (Fig.10). Next, the tissue was mounted in 

a bioreactor to start the 3D dynamic culture.  Flow started at a rate of 5ml/min using  
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Figure (10) Steps out line of porcine scaffold re-endothelialization process: 
Explaining the cutting of tissue section 9 cm in length around the left coronary artery 
including part of right and left ventricles with a width of 2cm from each side. Cells 
hFibs and HMVEC 1:2 ratios then injected through catheter and mount in the 
bioreactor for 3D Culture. 

Figure (11): 2D and 3D Culture of porcine cardiac tissue; illustration of static and 
dynamic co-culture of hFibs, hMSC, and hiPSC-CM in 1:1:2 ratios. Metal cell crowns 
were used for 2D culture to mount different parts of seeded porcine cardiac scaffold. In 
dynamic culture the whole section in incubated in the bioreactor at pulsatile flow rate 
of 5ml/min and a maximum 20±5 mmHg pressure. 
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vascolife endothelial cells media and DMEM contained 15% FSC media at 1:1 ratio 

overnight at 37C° 5%CO2 incubator. Human microvascular endothelial cells and 

fibroblasts cells were injected in 2:1 ratio through the cannula with a total number of 

2X108 cells in 1.5 ml vascolife media/DMEM 15% FSC media. The culture was 

incubated overnight in static condition to allow cell attachment. Then, the flow was 

started gradually, at 1ml/min the first day, and then increased gradually by 1ml until it 

reached 3ml/min, with media being changed every 5 days for two weeks. Coagulation 

test was performed at this point on the construct before proceeding to ensure new blood 

vessel functionality. Later, a co-culture of hFibs, hMSC, and hiPSc-CM at ratio of 1:1:2 

at 6X106 cell/cm-2 was started. Cells were injected in different areas on right and left 

ventricle, in a total volume of 2ml cell and media. The tissue was mounted back into 

the bioreactor for 3D culture at flow rate of 5ml/minutes Fig (10). In parallel, some 

constructs were cultured in 2D culture by tissue placed on a metal cell crown, which 

was established at TERM for that purpose Fig (10). Both 3D and 2D cultures were run 

for 6-8 weeks and then fixed with 4%PFA for histological tests. 

3.3.3: Coagulation Assay, 

This assay was carried on re-endothelialized porcine scaffold to check the effect of 

endothelial cells’ re-introduction on reversing or minimizing coagulation that occurs 

when decellularized scaffold is injected with peripheral blood plasma (PBP). When 

porcine heart is decellularized, all cells including endothelial cells and smooth muscle 

cells in the vasculature responsible of anticoagulation function are lost. Therefore, 

coagulation happened up on human plasma injection preformed, with high pressure 

inside construct observed.. Human Blood 10ml was collected at university clink of 

Würzburg and was centrifuged at 2500 rpm for 30 minutes to separate plasma. Plasma 

2ml was then injected in the coronary artery and incubated for 10 min to allow 

coagulation (this time was calculated based on a standardized curve of plasma 

coagulation time established already). Flow was then started, and pressure was recorded 

accordingly for 4 hours. 
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3.4: Characterization of Decellularized Cardiac scaffolds: 
To ensure cells free scaffolds with intact ECM  various tests were done after the 

completion of decellularization process. This was crucial for new cells’ adaptation and 

homing. 

3.4.1: Double stranded deoxyribonucleic acid (dsDNA) Picogreen 
Quanti-T assay,  
 
This assay helps determine the quantity of dsDNA in a sample through colorimetric 

reaction. Following the kit protocol, dsDNA was isolated from decellularized and 

native heart. The concentration of the samples was adjusted before assay and was within 

the slandered curve dilutions. Lambda DNA slandered stock solution was prepared in 

2mg/ml as high-range and 50ng/ml as low-rate standard curve TE buffer provided used 

as diluent. The test was carried out in a 96-well plate black in color, samples were 

mixed (10μl) with (100μl) of picogreen reagent and incubated in the dark for 2-5 

minutes. Samples were measured at Excitation of 480nm and Emission 525nm). 

Samples were prepared in triplets. 

3.4.2: Histological Staining:   
3.4.2.1: Fixation of Sample processing and microtome cutting, 
 
Tissues and cells fixation is an important process for preserving internal structure over 

a long period of time, and it has to be performed before any histological test. There are 

many different types of fixatives that could be used depending on the followed test 

requirement. In the fixation process, the fixative reacts with the proteins, lipid, amino 

acids, carbohydrates, or other cell and tissue structure and forms cross-links to preserve 

their structure from deteriorating by autolysis by the internal enzymes or by providing 

stabilization of cells and tissue structures.  Following SOP protocol established at 

TERM department, tissues were rinsed twice with PBS- then fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde (PFA) for overnight on slow shaker. Tissues were then cut and 

placed in the embedding cassettes for processing as follows: 
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Step Solution Time (hours) 
Washing out Fixative           Deionized water             1 
Dehydration Ascending 
alcohol gradient 
 

         Ethanol 50% 
         Ethanol 70% 
        Ethanol 80% 
        Ethanol 96% 
        Isopropanol I 
        Isopropanol II 

            1 
            1 
            1 
            1 
            1 
            1 

Washing out Alcohol         Isopropanol/Xylene       
        (1:1) 
       Xylene I 
       Xylene II 

            1 
            1 
            1 

Paraffin Tissue infiltration        Paraffin I 
       Paraffin II 

          1.5 
          1.5 

 

Using manual sliding microtome, tissue sections were cut into 3μm thickness if possible 

or maximum 5μm thickness. Sections were then placed in a 50°C tissue bath, to help 

sections surface smoothen, then mounted on a microscope slide and placed in (37°C) 

oven for overnight.  

3.4.2.2: Gradient De-paraffinization of tissue sections, 
 
Before staining, tissue sections were de-paraffinized and re-hydrated as indicated in the 

table below: 

Step Solution Time (minute) 
Melting Paraffin at 60C°  30-60 

De-Paraffinization              Xylene I 
             Xylene II 

10 
10 

Step              Solution Time (minute)  

Rehydration descending 
alcohol gradient 

             Ethanol 96%I 
             Ethanol 96% II 
             Ethanol 70%  
             Ethanol 50% 
            Deionized water 

Dunk up and down 2-3X 
Dunk up and down 2-3X 
Dunk up and down 2-3X 
Dunk up and down 2-3X 
Dunk up and down till 
become clear. 

 

3.4.2.3: Hematoxylin-Eosin staining (H&E), 

It is one of the major stains in tissue characterization and clinical biopsies as it is 

described as the basic structure of the cell. The hematoxylin reacts with basophilic 

structures as nuclei (blue), whereas Eosin Y reacts with acidophilic structures as 

extracellular matrix and collagen fibers. The steps are summarized as bel 
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Step Solution Time (minutes) 

          Nuclei Staining             Hematoxylene 
            Deionized water 

                  6-8 
Till water become clear 

         Hematoxylene          
Differentiating 
(optional) 

            HCL-Ethanol 
            Deionized water 

              Dip 3-4X 
              Dip 3-4X 

         Hematoxylene     
         Color stabilization             Tap water                 5 

       Staining cytoplasm             Eosin Y 
            Deionized water 

                6 
           Till water is clear 

        Ascending alcohol 
           Dehydration 

            Ethanol 70% 
            Ethanol 96% 
            Isopropanol I 
            Isopropanol II 
            Xylene I 
            Xylene II 

              Dip 3-4X 
               2 
               5 
               5 
               5 
               5 

         Mounting section              Entellan®  
 

3.4.2.4: Masson Trichrome staining, 

This stain was used to stain collagen fibers, fibrin, and muscles. The name indicates 

three colors’ involvement: Biebrich scarlet acidic dye, which reacts with acidophilic 

component and turns it into blue color (Collagen and muscle), phosphor acid dye, which 

gives red color to less permeable structure and binds collagen to aniline blue third dye 

to have blue color. The sections were processed at the pathology department laboratory 

at King Feisal hospital via automated staining machine.  

3.4.2.5: Immunoperoxidase staining with DAB, 

The staining principle is based on the reaction between HRP enzyme and 3,3’- 
diaminobenzidine (DAB), which results in brown color. Sections were deparaffinized 

as described in (3.3.2.2), then antigen retrieval was performed to allow the exposure of 

antigen epitopes, and can freely react with the primary antibody. This can be done 

enzymatically or by heat, depending on the antibody. 1”x” citrate buffer (pH= 6) was 

used and slides were boiled in the solution for 20 minutes, and then washed with PBS-

/Tween buffer. Sections were then incubated in primary antibodies: Collagen III (1:200), 

Fibronectin (1:100), and Elastin (1:100) for overnight in a humidified chamber at 4C°.  

For negative controls, antibody diluent solution was applied instead of primary 

antibody, and Isotypes of primary antibody were used as well, at similar concentrations 

of experiment. Quenching endogenous peroxidase is an important step to do after 
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primary antibody to avoid DAB-peroxidase reaction and hence false color appearance. 

Therefore, sections were incubated with 3% hydrogen peroxide as indicated in steps 

below; 

Step Solution Time (minutes) 
Peroxidase Blocking             3% H2O2                10 
Washing              PBS-T                 5 
Primary antibody           As needed            Over night 
Washing (3X)              PBS-T                 5 
Secondary antibody         DCS enhancer                10 
Washing (3X)              PBS-T                 5 
Polymer incubation         DCS polymer                20 
Washing (3X)              PBS-T                 5 
DAB detection         DAB solution               3-5 
Washing (3X)              PBS-T           3-5X dip 
Nuclei counter staining         Hematoxylin                 1 
Blue color fixing          Tap water              1-1.5 
Ascending alcohol  Described section   3.3.2.2  
Mounting             Entellan®  

 

3.4.2.6: Blyscan™ GLYCOSAMINOGLYCAN Assay, 

Blyscan is a quantitative colorimetric assay which helps to identify total sulfated 

Glycosaminoglycan (sGAG) in a sample. Where 1,9-dimethylmethylene blue labeled 

sulfated polysaccharide component of proteoglycans or the protein free sulfated 

glycosaminoglycan chains under certain conditions. Before started tissue samples were 

digested by papain first, as per SOP established protocol in TERM chair. 1% of papain 

enzyme (0.56U/ml) was mixed with papain digestive buffer, and 1 ml of the mix was 

pipetted on a dried tissue in a 2ml tube. Later, tubes were incubated in 60C° thermo-

mixer overnight to allow tissue digestion. The following day, samples were collected 

and used or stored at -20 C°. To start the test, a serial volumes of samples was used, 

between 10μl-100μl with a total volume of 100μl to be completed with distilled water. 

1 ml of dye reagent was then pipetted, and tubes placed on a shaker for 30 minutes. 

Samples were centrifuged at 12000 rpm for 10 minutes, supernatant decanted, and 

pallet allowed to dry. 0.5ml of dissociation reagent was then added, mixed and 

incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. In a 96-well plate, 200μl of sample, 

blank or standard was pipetted in triplicate, and then measured at 656nm wavelength. 

Total sGAG concentration values were calculated in reference with standard curve.  
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3.4.2.7: Scanning Electron microscopy (SEM), 

This type of scanning allows a beam of electrons to move across the sample, creating 

an image of the surface of the sample.  This image is a result of detecting the release of 

secondary electron from the sample, as high-energy molecules primary electrons scan 

it.  Samples were fixed using preferably 2.5% glutaraldehyde solution, dehydrated 

through ethanol gradient, and then dried at critical point method to avoid sample 

distortion due to drying tensions. Samples were then mounted on specific metal holder 

with adhesive, coated with 40-60nm metal (gold) and observe in the microscope. 

Samples were scanned using SEM at Pathology and histology department at King Faisal 

hospital and research center, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.  

3.5: Characterization of Human iPSc differentiation: 
 
3.5.1: Gene expression throughout hiPSc differentiation in to Cardiac 

cell: 
Gene expression of human iPSc was detected by real time polymerase chain reaction 

test (RT-PCR). Cells from variable time frame during differentiation were collected. 

RNA was isolated and then after cDNA to start RT-PCR using below primers;  

Primers Tm(C°) 
Oct4-F: aac ctg gag ttt gtg cca ggg 
ttt  
Oct4-R: tga act tca cct tcc ctc caa 
cca  
Brachyury-F: tgt ccc agg tgg ctt 
aca gat gaa  
Tbrachyury-R: ggt gtg cca aag ttg 
cca ata cac  
ISL1-F: cac aag cgt ctc ggg att gtg 
ttt  
ISL1-R: agt ggc aag tct tcc gac aa  
Nkx2.5-F: gcg att atg cag cgt gca 
atg agt  
Nkx2.5-R: aac ata aat acg ggt ggg 
tgc gtg  
cTNT-F: ttc acc aaa gat ctg ctc gct  
cTNT-R: tta ctg gtg tgg agt ggg tgt 
gg  
β-actin (BA)-F: ttt gaa tga tga gcc 
ttc gtc ccc  
β-actin (BA)-R: ggt ctc aag tca gtg 

60 
  
60  
 
60  
 
60  
 
60 
 
60  
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tac agg taa gc  

3.5.1.1: RNA Isolation: 

Cells were collected from Day 0 of differentiation until Day 20 for RNA preparation 

using RNeasy® Micro Qiagen kit.  Cells (maximum 5X105  cell/ml) were lysed with 

350μl of RLT buffer containing 1%β-mercaptoethanol. Cells were then scraped off with 

cell scraper, transferred into 1.5μl Eppendorf tube and placed in -20C° or proceeded 

with RNA isolation. Lysate was then transferred in to a cell shredder provided with kit, 

and spun for 2 min at 20,000 rpm. 70% ethanol (350μl) was added to lysate and mixed 

by pipetting.  Out of the mixture 700μl was transferred to a spin column and centrifuged 

for 15 seconds at 10,000 rpm, flow was discarded out and column placed on a 2ml tube. 

Next 250μl RW1 buffer was added and centrifuged for 15 second at 10.000 rpm to wash 

out columns. 10μl of DNase-I mixed with 70μl RDD buffer and dropped in the center 

of the column then left in room temperature for 15 minutes. Later 359μl of RW1 buffer 

added to the column then centrifuged for 15 second at 10.000 rpm and flow was 

discarded. Next 500μl of RPE buffer was added and centrifuged at 10.000 rpm for 15 

seconds, then placed in a new 1.5ml tube. Later, 30-50μl of RNase-free water was added 

and spun for 1 minute at 10.000rpm before RNA was eluted.  

3.5.1.2: cDNA synthesis,  

For RT-PCR, cDNA synthesis from total RNA was completed first using cDNA- 

iScript™ kit. Steps are summarized in the table below, mix and place in thermocycler 

for the following program; Table 2.17: cDNA synthesis: 

 

5 min at 25C, 30min at 42C°, and 5 min at 85C°, 4C° (optional). Quickly dilute cDNA 

and place at -80C°. 

Buffer used Volume (μL) 
5X iScriptTM Reaction Mix 
iScriptTM Reverse Transcriptase 
1 RNase-free Water 
RNA-Template 

4 
1 
X 
X 

Total Volume 20 
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3.5.1.3: Real Time Polymerase chain reaction, 
 
It is a widely used technique to detect and amplify certain nucleic acids based on 

polymerase chain reaction. Samples were heated and cooled to a precise temperature to 

promote nucleotide denaturing, annealing, and polymerase-mediate reaction for DNA 

amplification rounds. Because of the presence of DNA specific pro dye, fluorescence 

intensity measurement allows detecting the target gene of interest. The software in turn, 

is responsible for interpretation of results. Each cycle includes the denaturing of 

nucleotides double chain at 95 C°, then the binding of specific primers (Forward and 

Reverse) with DNA template at 50-60 C°, and finally the polymerization by DNA 

polymerase. This process is repeated 25-50 times. To start a mix of cDNA, Primers and 

PCR Super mix was prepared first as following; 

Table 2.18: Real Time Polymerase chain reaction protocol:  

Reagent Concentration Dilution factor Volume 
Forward primer 
Reverse primer 
cDNA 
 
DNase free water 
BioRad-Supermix 

4pmol/μl 
 
4pmol/μl 
------ 
------- 
--------- 

1:25 
 
1:25 
1:25-1:5 
-------- 
--------- 

2μl 
 
2μl 
1μl 
5μl 
10μl 

Reagents were kept on ice while pipetting, and the Super mix was thawed once and 

then placed in 4C°. Because it is light sensitive, it should always be wrapped with 

aluminum foil. First the Master mix was prepared (with one sample extra) as calculated 

in the table above. The mix was then pipetted in a 96-well plate, in a duplicate. Negative 

control was run along as well, which was DNA free water instead of cDNA. Seal plate 

with adhesive foil and place in the cycler then on the desired protocol; 

Temperature          

[C°] 

Cycle 

Time  [s] 

Number 

of cycle 
Step 

95 

95 

 

180 

10 

 

1”x” 

40”x” 

 

Double strands separation 

Double strands separation 

Activation of Polymerase 
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The results then were analyzed by the cycler software or statistically using graph 

prism software.  

Table 2.19: Real time PCR program used: 
 

3.5.2: Immunofluorescence Staining; 
It is a technique used to detect specific antigen in a tissue or cell by using primary 

antibody, which is in turn specific to this antigen. The primary antibody can be 

conjugated to a fluorescence dye, or unconjugated and needs a specific secondary 

antibody that is labeled with the fluorescence dye. For hiPSc-CM, Cells were grown on 

round coverslips in 6-well plate and in where the differentiation took place. Once 

cardiac cells are fully differentiated, it was fixed with 4%PFA for 10 minutes then 

washed twice with PBS-T. Cells then incubated with 0.02% Triton® X-100 for cells 

permeabilization for 5 minutes followed by blocking with 5% Donkey serum (as its the 

secondary antibody species) for an hour before incubated with primary antibodies: α-

smooth muscle actin (1:100), Troponin C (1:100), Troponin T (1:1000), and Connexin 

43 (1:1000).  Plates were incubated at 4C° overnight with slight rocking and shaking. 

The next day, cells were washed three times with washing buffer PBS-T on a shaker 

for 5 minutes each wash. Later, cells were incubated with appropriate secondary 

antibodies at 1:400 dilutions with dilution buffer for an hour at room temperature in the 

dark (plate wrapped with aluminum foil). The antibody was then decanted and plate 

washed with washing buffer on a shaker three times each for 10 minutes. Cover slips 

were mounted (upside down) each on a microscope slide after adding 30 μl of 4-88
® 

0.1% DAPI in beneath.    

Table2.20: Summary of Immunofluorescence staining steps, 

                   Step             Solution Time (min) 
Blocking to mask any 
background 
Incubation with primary 
antibody 
Washing (3”x”) 

5% Donkey serum 
Diluted primary AB 
PBS-T 
Diluted secondary AB                               
PBS-T 

20 
O/N (4Cο) 
5 
60 
                     10 

60 

72 

95 

65-95 

30 

30 

10 

5 

40”x” 

40”x” 

1”x” 

1”x” 

Primers Annealing 

Stabilization, Elongation, and florescence 

detection 

Curve analysis 
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Incubation with 
secondary antibody 
Washing (3”x”) 
Mount cover slips on 
slides 

Mowiol- 4-88
® 0.1% 

DAPI 

 

3.6: Characterization of Porcine iPSc: 
Porcine induced pluripotent stem cells resulted from reprogramming need to be tested 

and characterized to demonstrate their pluripotent efficacy. Out of reprogramming 

experiment, four different colonies were picked (1,2,3,4). Colonies 1,2 were expanded 

on Matrigel using mTeSr 1 media and passaged two passages before characterization. 

Colonies 3,4 were propagated on MEF cell using special media containing LIF.  The 

first test used was the alkaline phosphatase that indicated the pluripotency character of 

cells. The second test was embryoid body three-germ differentiation: ectoderm, 

mesoderm, and endoderm.   

3.6.1: Alkaline phosphatase test, 
This test is used as one of the indications for pluripotency markers in human and mouse 

EC and iPSc (13). The test is based on the expression of alkaline phosphatase by the 

cells, which vary depending on cell growing stage. For the test, cells were cultured on 

glass cover slips for five days before test. On day five, cells were fixed with 4% PFA 

for 1-2 minutes only. Then, cells were washed with PBS- and the dye mixture was added 

to cells and incubated in the dark for 15 minutes. Cells were then washed in PBS--.and 

observed in fluorescent BZ-9000 BIOREVO System.  

3.6.2: Characterization of the common pluripotency markers, 
 
There are common pluripotency markers used to characterize human and mouse stem 

cells, could be intracellular markers as OCT4, SOX2, and NANOG, these are important 

for pluripotency maintenance of stem cells. The other markers are located on cell 

surface as TRA1-80, TRA1-61, SSEA1, and SSEA4, which are expressed in teratoma 

cells and embryonic germ cells. Because of species’ antibodies limitation, there was a 

difficulty in finding most of the cell markers. However, some of the available ones, 

such as NANOG, SSEA4 and OCT4, were used for immunofluorescence staining 

following the protocol indicated in section 3.5.2. Cells were fixed with 4% PFA 15 

minutes and permeabilized using 0.2% Triton X 3-5 minutes before. Dilutions of 
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primary and secondary antibodies are mentioned in table 2.8.  Primary antibodies were 

incubated overnight in humidified chambers at 4Cο, and secondary antibodies were 

incubated at room temperature on a shaker for an hour. 

3.6.3: Three-Germ layers differentiation via embryo bodies, 
 
Porcine iPSc clone3a, 3c, and clone4a,4b were dissociated with Dispase 2mg/ml and 

cultured in low attachment binding plate in DMEM/F12 media with;.20% Knock out 

serom,1% penicillin /streptomycin (pen/strep), 1% non-essential amino acids, 100μl β-

mercabtoethanol, and 2μg/ml doxycycline for 4 days. On Day 5 doxycycline was 

removed, and on day 7 embryoid bodies (EBs) were plated on 0.1% gelatin coated 

plates, in DMEM 1% pen/strep, 10% FBS, and 1% glutamine was added fresh every 

time media was changed. Three weeks later, after differentiation, cells were tested for: 

lineage-specific protein expression by immunofluorescence for TUBB3 (ectoderm), 

AFP (endoderm), and α-SMA (mesoderm). Dilutions of antibodies mentioned in 

antibody table 2.8. The staining protocol is described above in section 3.5.2. .  Primary 

antibodies were incubated overnight in humidified chambers at 4Cο, and secondary 

antibodies were incubated at room temperature on a shaker for an hour. 

3.6.4: Porcine iPSc cardiac differentiation characterization, 
 
For cardiac differentiation characterization, cells were fixed with 4% PFA for 10 

minutes, and permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X 100 for 3-5 minutes. Then cells washed 

with PBS- before primary antibody incubation (Trop c, α-smooth muscle actin). 

Dilutions were mentioned in table 2.8 and the protocol described in section 3.5.2. .  

Primary antibodies were incubated overnight in humidified chambers at 4Cο, and 

secondary antibodies were incubated at room temperature on a shaker for an hour.  

3.7: Characterization of re-seeding of cardiac scaffolds: 
3.7.1: Rat scaffolds:  
Rat heart was fixed after 8 weeks culture with 4% PFA. Solution was run through the 

aorta for internal tissue fixation, and then the whole tissue placed in fixative for 

overnight on a shaker at 4Cο. Tissue then cut in to three sections as illustrated below 

and placed in embedding cassettes Fig (12).  Paraffin sections were then cut in 3μm 

sections, using microtome as described before.  
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For immunofluorescence staining: (1) endothelial cells, the following markers was 

used; VE-cadherin, von Willebrand factor, CD31, and CD34, (2) cardiac markers; 

Troponin t was used. Dilutions of primary antibodies are listed in table 2.8, using 

dilution buffer. Sections then were incubated over night at 4Cο in a humidified chamber. 

Later three times wash with PBST for five minutes on a rotating shaker was performed. 

Secondary antibodies were incubated at room temperature on shaker for one hour in the 

dark. Followed by PBST washes three times for 10 minutes each. Slides then mounted 

with DAPI-Mowiol 40μl, and cover slip placed carefully to avoid air bubbles beneath. 

Slides then placed in the dark to dry. 

3.7.2: Porcine cardiac tissue, 
Porcine tissue was removed from 3D dynamic culture and 2D cell crown cultures after 

8 weeks. For the 3D culture tissue, fixative was run through the coronaries to ensure 

the fixation of internal areas and blood vessels. Then the whole tissue was sectioned as 

illustrated in figure (13),  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (12): Sectioning of re-seeded rat heart for histological studies  
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then placed in falcon tubes filled with fixative solution 4% PFA for 24 hours on shaker 

at 4Cο. 2D cell crown tissues were fixed in 4% PFA for 6-8 hours on shaker at room 

temperature.  Tissues placed for paraffin embedding cassettes and later were cut at 3μm 

thickness sections for slides preparation.  Slides were then stained by H&E, Trichrome 

(described 3.4.2.3, and 3.4.2.4), and Van Gison staining. 

Immunofluorescence staining on sections preformed as described before.  First sections 

were blocked with Donkey serum 5% in PBS-T for an hour at room temperature, then 

primary antibodies; CD31 (for EC), CD90 (hMSC), Vemintin (fibroblast), and 

Troponin T (cardiac cells), incubated in humidified chamber at 4Cο for overnight. All 

antibodies dilutions were mentioned in table 2,8. The next day, after 3 times washes 

with PBST 5 minutes each, incubation with secondary antibodies for an hour at room 

temperature in the dark took place. Later three washed with PBST 10 minutes each was 

performed before sections were mounted with Mowiol-DAPI. 

3.7.2: Van Gison Staining,  
Von Gison stain is used to differentiate between Collagen fibers and other connective 

tissues. It is composed of mixture of two dyes; Picric Acid and Acid Fuchsin, when 

combined picric acid small molecules penetrate all structures. However only closed 

textures retain the dye, red blood cells, and muscles. Larger molecules of Ponceau S 

displace picric acid molecules from collagen fibers, because they have a larger pore 

size. After de-paraffinization of slides and rehydration, staining was performed. Steps 

for Von Gison stain are summarized in the table below:    

Table 2.21: Von Gison staining steps;  

     Time                          Solution            Step 

     5 min 

     5 min 

     2 min 

                       Xylene 

                       Xylene 

                    96% Ethanol 

  Deparaffinization 

  Deparaffinization 

      Rehydration 

Figure (13): Sectioning of porcine heart tissue for histological studies   
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     2 min 

     2 min 

   15 min 

     1 min 

     5 min 

   10 min 

   10 sec 

    5 sec 

    2 min 

    5 sec 

    2 min 

   2 min 

   2 min 

   5 min 

   5 min                                                            

                    80% Ethanol 

                    70% Ethanol 

                    Resorcinol-Fuchsin 

                  Tap water running 

   Weigert’s Elsenhematoxylin Solution                                    
A+B 1:1                                                      
Tap water running until water is clear   

             1% Hydrochloric acid   

                 Deionized water     

                Von Gison stain       

                Deionized water  

                  96% Ethanol       

                 96% Ethanol  

                   Isopropanol     

                    Xylene  

                    Xylene                                                                             
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      Rehydration 
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         Washing 
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         Washing 
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         Washing 
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Mount slides with few drops of Entellan then place cover slip avoid bubbles in between 
section and cover slips. 
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  4: Results: 

4.1: Decellularization of Heart: 
4.1.1 Rat: The decellularization protocol adopted from Ott et al. (151) was performed 

on tissues obtained from 32 Sprague Dawely rats at ages between 11-14 weeks. The 

protocol aims to decellularize the heart by removing cells, DNA, and intracellular 

structure proteins. Moreover, essential extracellular matrix glycoproteins should be 

preserved. The decellularization of the tissue was accomplished by the use of 1% SDS 

for 12 hours and 1% Triton X 100 for 30 minutes in a retrograde langendorff flow 

through the aorta. During the process, a constant inlet pressure throughout the 

experiment was ensured and measured. This allowed flow rate adjustment accordingly. 

The decellularization started at the outer border areas on the scaffolds, progressing 

toward the middle with time (Fig. 14b). As the flow was through the coronary tree, it 

resulted in a whitening of the scaffold after 5 hours from the sides, indicating cell 

removal process. Ten hours later, the whole scaffold turned into white, resulting in a 

transparent construct with an increased inflow rate (Fig.14c). H&E staining showed 

that the scaffolds were free from cells, nuclei, and contractile elements (Fig.15). DNA 

double strand measurements in both cadaveric and decellularized samples confirmed 

that DNA remnants in the decellularized samples were less than 4 ng/μl whereas 

cadaveric tissue contained 70 ng/μl.  Staining of decellularized and cadaveric tissue for 

elastin (n = 5), showed a partial loss of elastin. Yet, a good percentage was preserved 

that is enough to accommodate new cells re-seeding and provide elastic properties to 

the new seeded tissues. Staining was also carried out to investigate the presence of 

collagen fibers in decellularized scaffold using Trichrome collagen satin. The staining 

revealed intact collagen fibers with small lacunae within which cells may be deposted. 

In addition, SEM imaging of scaffold confirmed at a focused angle the retention of 

collagen alignments and bundling, which is important for new cells’ reseeding and 

deposition (Fig.16). 
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Figure (14): The decellularization of rat heart, retrograde flow started through the 
aorta with 1% SDS under constant pressure 77mmHg. (A) Starting point with 1% 
SDS, (B) five hours later, most of the heart was decellularized, (C) 12 hours later 
the complete heart was transparent and cell free. 

Figure (15): Histological Staining of cadaveric and decellularized rat heart: (H&E) 
indicate the removal of cells nuclear substance. DAPI fluorescence staining was 
negative in decellularized tissue. Trichrome, elastin, and fibronectin staining 
showed the preservation of ECM proteins. 

Figure (16): SEM scanning 
indicating an intact aligned collagen 
fiber in decellularized rat heart 
scaffold. 

H&E DAPI Elastin Trichrom Fibron 
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4.1.2 Porcine Scaffold:  Once the parameters of the decellularization protocol was 

standardized on Rat heart model; the same were used to decellularize porcine heart.   In 

addition, 4% SDO was used as a decellularization detergent in parallel with 1% SDS to 

compare outcomes of both in term of cell removal and on extracellular matrix proteins 

content preservation.  Retrograde flow at 60 mmHg through the aorta via the coronary 

blood vesicle was started, with clamping the three branches of brachiocephalic arties 

using 4% SDO for 7days followed by 24 hours of 1% Triton X 100 then 7 days of PBS-

-/antibiotics. At day 7 the heart was partially decellularized, with no further removal 

process even after one week later. The resultant scaffold was only 60% decellularized 

with light pinkish color. On the other hand, almost complete removal of cells 

accomplished after only 3 days of 1% SDS treatment followed by 24 hours of TritonX-

100, then 10 days washing with PBS--/ antibiotic to flush out SDS and cell debris. 

Scaffold turned white with transparent structure.  

 

  

Figure (17): Decellularization of porcine heart under constant pressure 60mmHg using 
two different detergent protocols; (1) SDO 4% for 7 days followed by 1%Triton-X for 24 
hours then 7 days rinsing with PBS, (A) day 1, (B) day 7 30% of the heart was 
decellularized, (C) day 14 only part of the heart was decellularized. (2) 1% SDS use for 
3-4 days followed by 1% Triton-X for 24 hours, then excessive rinsing with PBS for 10 
days; (A) day 1 blood is flushed out thoroughly, (B) day 2 most of the heart was 
decellularized, (C) by day 4 the whole heart was completely white, indicating 
decellularization of the tissue. 
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Flow rate was recorded throughout the decellularization process; with using 4% SDO, 

flow rate was not changed significantly, and was recorded to be between 50-68 rpm/min 

for the 14 days. When 1%SDS was used, the flow rate was increased by time, and 

proportional to cell removal process. Starting at a flow rate of 60ml/minute and 

reaching a maximum of 160 mL/minuet at day 8, then continued until day 14 Fig.(17). 

In a decellularized scaffold, measured DNA  reflects a decrease in concentration of less 

than 4ng/μl compared to  almost 80ng/μL in cadaveric samples fig (19).  While cells 

were removed leaving a compressed thin cardiac scaffold, essential extracelluar 

proteins collagen I, Fibronictin and Elastin remined intact and sufficient to support new 

cell re-seeding  fig (21),  with preservation of fibers’ composition and orientation.. 

Fibers within the aortic wall and and aortic valve were preserved as well after  exposure 

to 60-70mmHg pressure during decellularization for consecutive 14 days. In addition, 

blood vessel structures were completely intact in the decellularized scaffold with out 

any endothelial cells or smooth mucsle cells in them. This was observed after injecting 

the scaffold with phenol red dye through coronaries to light up only the blood vessicles 

without any leaking in to the construct chambers. Quantitative Assay for total 

glycosaminoglycan in both SDO and SDS decellularize samples showed close levels 

of total sGAG with no significant difference, between SDO (0.66 μg/mL), and SDS 

(0.56μg/mL) compared to cadaveric concentration, total sGAG was reduced by 

30% for (4% SDO) and 45% for (1% SDS) fig (20).  

Figure (19): Measured DNA 

concentration in cadaveric (75ng/μl) 

and decellularized tissue (4ng/μl). 

Fig (18): Recorded flow 
rate through out the 
decellularization day by 
day, which was adjusted 
according to the measured 
pressure inside the heart 
champers. 
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Figure (20): Total GAGs concentration in cadaveric (0.90μg/mL), decellularized 
scaffold by SDO 4% (0.646μg/mL), decellularized scaffold by SDS 1% (0.54088μg/mL).    
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Figure (21): Histological staining for GAGs qualification in cadaveric and 
decellularized. H&E; SDS 1% showed more cell removal(C) than scaffold treated 
with SDO 4%. Extracellular Matrix indicated the preservation of collagen (D) 
and (G), Fibronectin (E) and (H), and Elastin (F) And (I) in both SDS and SDO 
treated scaffolds.     
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4.2: Differentiation of hiPCs to cardiac cells:  
Two human iPS cell lines; ARiPS, and IMR-90 were successfully differentiated 

into cardiac cells with a spontaneous rhythmic beating that started at day 8 

or10 at rate of 40-50 beats/minute respectivly.  Cardiac differentiation was 

confirmed by immunofluorescence staining; for IMR-90 differentiated cells 

(n=5), which was positive for cardiac marker,  troponin t, cardiac protein that 

regulates calcium between actin and myosin fibers. Also, Troponin c was 

labeling  of cell, a protein present in striated muscles and control contraction 

by calcium level modification.  α-SMA (85%), protein that controls contractions 

and gets activated during stem cells’ cardiac differentiation (Clement et al. 

2005). For ARiPs differentiated cells, the staining was positive for Troponin t, 

troponin C  and α-SMA fig (22). Some cells appear with two nuclei, indicating 

cell division and proliferation.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure (22): Immunofluorescence staining for cardiac markers of both IMR and 
ARIPs generated cardiac cells. (1) Troponin T, (2) Troponin C, and (3) α-Smooth 
muscle actin.   
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Quantitative RT PCR showed varied levels of genes expression at a different time 

during cardiogenesis. Cardiac differentiation is based on the activation and inhibition 

of WNT pathway (31).  The activation is achieved by CHIR99021 at day 1 - 2, and the 

inhibition is by small molecules XAV939 between days 3-8, at day 5 the early cardiac 

marker ISL1 is expressed (Fig23). Cardiac induction is mainly due to BMP 4 growth 

factor along with CHIR99021 this is reflected by the expression of T-brachyury gene 

at day 2 and ISL1 gene at day 5. Complete differentiation is achieved by day 12 with 

the expression of both genes Nkx2.5 and cTnT. Gene expression was confirmed by q-

RT-PCR for both cell lines, Fig (23). Oct4 was expressed on days 0-2 as cells are still 

preserving their pluripotent characters, T- brachyury at days 2-4 indicating mesoderm 

induction, ISL 1 at days 4-5 for cardiac progenitor cells formation, Nkx2.5 at days 7-8 

indicating early cardiac cells development, and Troponin t at days 9-10 reflecting the 

complete cardiac cell maturation. 

On the other hand, FACS analysis showed 90.5% cTnT positive IMR-90 induced 

cardiac cells, whereas only 38% cTnT positive induced cardiac cells. Although it was 

confirmed (31) that treating ARiPs cells with enrichment media at day 12 boosts the 

percentage of cTnT positive cells to around 90%. However, because cells were 

subjected to different treatments during differentiation, adding further enrichment 

treatment would cause more cell damage. This was confirmed by the observation of 

percentage of cells death, between days 3 and 5 when cells are cultured in insulin minus 

media.   
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4.3: Reprogramming of porcine fibroblasts into porcine iPS 
cells: 
The reprogramming protocol adapted from Kadari et al. (30) was depending on the use 

of lentivirus vector STEMCCA to generate induced pluripotent stem cells from porcine 

fibroblasts. This technique needs no repeated transfection or viral preparation and 

ensures transgene free clone production. Two clones were obtained and expanded for 

few passages before starting characterization tests. Half of each clone was propagated 

on either feeder free conditioned (mTeSr media and Matrigel) or on MEF cells and LIF 

conditioned media. It was noticed that about 50% of cells, which were propagated on 

MEF free conditions, start changing their morphology (spike elongated shape) and lose 

some of their pluripotent characters. Whereas, cells that were propagated on MEF and 

LIF conditioned media; preserve their original colonies shape (round sharp bordered 

cells) for until higher passage (p16) . This implies that  keeping cells in the Feeder 

conditions is mandatory for maintaining their pluripotent state and avoid cells to go 

Figure (23) Gene expression during cardiac differentiation. (1) OCT4 expressed  
between day 0- 2. (2) T-brachy expressed in day 2-4. (3) ISL 1 expressed in day 6.  
(4) Nkx2.5 expressed in day 8. (5) Troponin T Expressed at day 10.    
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through differentiation. .Fig (24) 

 

 

 

4.4: Characterization of piPS: 
Characterization of pluripotency markers of piPS cell, started after passage 12. 

Although it was challenging to find antibodies that reacted with porcine cells, two 

antibodies were found to be compatible. These antibodies indicate positive 

immunofluorescence staining, for SSEA4 (surface marker), NANOG, and OCT4 

(intracellular markers) Fig (25). Stage specific embryonic antigen 4 (SSEA4), is a 

cell surface glycoprotein that is expressed in early embryonic development and 

stem cells. NANOG and oct4 are intracellular markers that are working together 

Figure (24): Two different clones of porcine iPSc were propagated on different 

conditions; Feeder free culture mTeSr media and Matrigel, or MEF (mouse 

embryonic fibroblast) culture.   
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in stem cell renewal and stabilization in undifferentiated state. These two 

intracellular proteins were positive in immunofluorescence staining of porcine 

reprogrammed iPSc at a percentage of 75% for NANOG and 80% for Oct4, whereas 

60% for SSEA4.  

Alkaline phosphatase assay was used as well to test pluripotency state of cells, 

giving faint red color after staining. Fig (25) however, the color intensity was not 

too strong as expected. The pluripotency state was confirmed, by the successful 

differentiation of the reprogrammed porcine iPSc cells into three germ layers; 

ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm from Embryoid bodies (EBs). Fig (25) 

Embryoid bodies start forming after culturing cells in low attachment surface 6-

well plate. Aggregates start 24 hours later, average diameter of colonies were -

100±35μm. Differentiation started after transferring colonies to 12 well gelatin-

coated plates. A few days’ later aggregates started form different cell type with 

different morphology. Immunofluorescence staining for the three germ layers 

markers was positive; Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) for endoderm, beta-II tubulin 

(TUBB) for ectoderm, and α-smooth muscle actin (αSMA) for mesoderm.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (25): Pluripotency characterization by immunofluorescence staining of 
surface markers NANOG and SSEA4, intracellular marker OCT4, and alkaline 
phosphatase (APS).            
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Overall, these tests give a conclusion that the reprogrammed PiPSc have a great 

potential of pluripotent characters, if maintained under specific conditions; MEF 

cells plated culture and conditioned media that contains LIF and some essential 

growth factors. This will help in preserving cells in a stable pluripotent state 

during culturing and propagation.  

4.5: Differentiation of piPSc into Cardiac cells: 
The two different protocols used for differentiation were leading to the same results. 

The resulted cells were with positive cardiac markers, and morphologically identical to 

those results from hiPSc cardiac differentiation. However, piPSc-CM cells failed to 

accomplish cardiac rhythmic beating, which was achieved by hiPSc cardiac 

differentiation.  Three different cell lines from two different colonies were used for 

cardiac differentiation, yet none has reached the complete phase of rhythmic beating. 

Although calcium content of culture media was adjusted to meet the optimal 

concentration needed for cardiac cell survival and functioning, yet normal beating 

Figure (26): Embryoid body formation at week 2, and three-germs layer 
differentiation of porcine iPSc at week 3; mesoderm (SMA), endoderm (AFP), and 
ectoderm (TUBB).    
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expected was not achieved. 

 

4.6: Recellularization of Cardiac Scaffolds: 
4.6.1: Rat scaffold Re-seeding:  
MMT viability test reflects cells’ survival, by the number of viable cells per mL of 

hMVEC cultured in 2D static culture, using cell perfusate collected from 3D dynamic 

culture. Cells cultured in P1 (perfusate 1), was collected from 3D culture 48 hours post 

recellularization, had cell survival number of approximately 15X105 cell/mL.  Cells 

cultured with P2 (perfusate 2), which was collected 6 days post recellularization, had 

cell survival of 15X105 cells/mL.  P3 (perfusate 3) culture had a cell survival of 11X105 

cells/mL. Compared to hMVEC cultured in Normal media, 15.5X105 cell/mL, P1 and 

P2 cell survival rate was almost similar,  whereas cells cultured in P3 showed a slight 

decrease in survival rate compared to normal culture by 25%. In all three experiments, 

cell morphology and culture appearance were stable.  

 

 

Figure (27): Morphological changes of piPSc during cardiac differentiation; day 
(1) cells start aggregated, then at day (3-5) cells start forming monolayer, and by 
day (7) tubules formation followed by myoblast formation by day (12). (B) Troponin 
T expressed in piPSc cardiac generated cells at day 18. (C) Troponin C expressed at 
day 14.   
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Histological tests (H&E) for 

recellularized scaffold, demonstrate 

cells distribution throughout the tissue with new large and small blood vessel 

regeneration.  These vessels varied in diameter between 10-20 micron. In addition, it 

was observed that the vessels were lined with hMVEC. Cell distribution among the 

scaffold varied between, 40% in left ventricle 30% in apex area and 20% in right 

ventricle. Transversal sectioning of the scaffolds to three parts A, B, and C as in fig 

(12), confirmed cell distribution to be mostly in the left side of the heart 70%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (28): Cell viability was measured 
in culture in three different perfusates from 
the revascularization culture. (A) cells 
culture in perfusate (1) which was 
collected 48-hour post revascularization 
culture. (B) cells culture in perfusate (2) 
which was collected 6 days post 
reseeding.(C) cells cultured in perfusate 
(3) which was collected 10 post reseeding. 
(D) comparison among three cultures 
indicates cell survival in three different 
perfusate. P value >0.05  
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When recellularized rat scaffold stained by Immunofluorescence staining for 

endothelial cell markers, scattered areas on tissue were positive for CD31/PCAM 

(platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule) specially surrounding the lumen of blood 

Figure (29): H&E staining in decellularized and revascularized scaffolds. While 
decellularized scaffold showed no cells left, reseeded scaffold showed new 
vascularization with different size of blood vessels 20-50 micron. 

Figure (30): Endothelialization markers in rat scaffold of 3D dynamic culture; 
CD31 positive cells were around blood vessels at cell junction. VE cadherin the 
second marker was positive and found at cell junction area. vWF was labeling 
endothelium areas as well in blood vessels. CD34 cells were located in the 
endothelium of small blood vessels.  
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vessels and mostly at cells intracellular junctions stained positive for  von Willebrand 

factor (VWF) and as expected it was mostly localized in the endothelium area. The 

third marker was calcium dependent cell adhesion protein, VE Cadherin, which is 

usually found in cell junction areas, and it was covering 50% of the left ventricle area. 

In order to confirm new blood vessel generation, CD34 antibody was used. This marker 

is for endothelial progenitor cell and is believed to play a role in endothelium formation 

in new blood vessels.  This marker was positive as well and located in the endothelium 

of small blood vessels.  

To test the ability of a decellularized scaffold to generate cardiac tissue, 2D culture 

started by using section part of cardiac scaffold and re-seed with IMR- generated 

cardiac cells, human fibroblasts and human mesenchymal stem cells, in 2:1:0.5 ratio. 

As shown in figure (30) using cell crowns, construct start showing rhythmic beating at 

day 9 with 40 beat per minutes for 5 weeks when beating start slowing down at week 7 

to be 25 beat per minute. H&E staining of cardiac section showed cells distribution 

along the matrix. Beside, immunofluorescence staining of cardiac tissue using cardiac 

marker troponin t confirmed cell-matrix interaction by the presence of troponin positive 

cells along the tissue. Once the culture parameter was standardized, 3D dynamic culture 

using bioreactor started. Although beating was not observed in the dynamic culture 

tissue, when the construct was placed under a microscope, small areas demonstrated 

slow contractions of 35 beat per minutes.  Moreover, cell contraction was reduced, 

perhaps due to keeping tissue longer outside 37 C incubator, thus temperature inside 

the construct declined. This observation was true for cardiac tissue cultured in 2D 

culture as well.   

Histological staining of 3D culture was more encouraging comparing to 2D one, as 

more cells interact with and attached to matrix 5-6 times more, with better distribution 

and matrix areas lining Fig (31).  As expected, most of those cells were troponin t 

positive cells.  Results of both 2D static and 3D dynamic cultures, confirm cells-matrix 

interaction with spontaneous beating. However, dynamic cultures consistently display 

more cells growth compared to static culture. 
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4.6.2: Reseeding of Porcine cardiac scaffold: 
Porcine cardiac tissue was re-endothelialized with hMVEC only or with hFibs in 2:1 

ratio.  Immunofluorescence using vWF marker demonstrated more blood vessels and 

endothelial cells in cardiac tissue with co-culture of EC and Fib (4 times more) 

compared to cardiac tissue cultured with only hMEC.  Further specific 

endothelialization staining confirms new blood vessels generation in cardiac tissue. 

H&E staining of cardiac tissue, indicated endothelialization   at different part of tissue 

with generation of different size of new blood vessels in different areas Fig (32). 

Compared to the decellularized tissue, Van Gison staining highlighted the new 

generated blood vessels by red color of the surrounding border. This was not observed 

with decellularized tissue.  In addition, Pentachromic staining of re –endothelialized 

cardiac tissue labeled smooth muscle lining of new vessels, which was not the case with 

decellularized tissue.  As coagulation is an expected to be faced in decellularized tissue 

due to endothelium absence, coagulation assay (n=4) was performed on decellularized, 

Figure (31): 2DStatic culture and 3D dynamic culture of cardiac generation.  2D 
culture with help of cell crown to place tissue around, and 3D using bioreactor flow 
system.  H&E and Immunofluorescence staining (Trop t) for 2D & 3D Culture.   
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re-endothelialized, and cadaveric cardiac tissues, to assess the ability of re-seeded tissue 

with hMVEC on reversing coagulation caused by peripheral blood plasma introduction.  

Standardized coagulation assay indicate a clot formation and coagulation after 10 

minutes from plasma injection. This time was used as standard for three experiments to 

compare coagulation occurrence. In cadaveric tissue, when injecting plasma and 

waiting 10 minutes before starting flow, the pressure fluctuated throughout three hours 

experiment between 15-35mmHg.  On the other hand, decellularized cardiac tissue, 

record a high-pressure range throughout the experiment after injecting plasma to be 

between 200-580mmHg. This may indicate coagulation in the vasculature tree that 

cause increasing in internal pressure.  When the pressure reached 580 the cannula 

disconnected from the tissue as resistance was reaching its maximum limit. The re-

endothelialized cardiac tissue however, recorded pressure was varied between 50-130 

mmHg indicating resistance of coagulation and increased pressure but not as high as 

decellularized tissue. Fig(33). Immunofluorescence staining of porcine re-seeded 

cardiac tissue using three different markers was carried out on different time during 6 

weeks. At week one after re-seeding scaffold with hiPSc-CM, hFibs, and hMSC, three 

markers were used Vimentin; showed minimum labeling (10%), CD90 positive cells 

were 35%, and troponin t positive cells were 40%. At week 3, vimentin labeled more 

cells (20%) compared to the past weeks.  While CD90 positive cells were decreasing 

to 20% at week 3 after re-seeding, Troponin t positive cells were increasing to be more 

than 50%. By week 6, vimentin showed more positive cells (30%) with more aligned 

layers of cells, CD90 positive cells were almost vanishing to less than 5%. Troponin t 

cells on the cardiac tissue were almost covering 75% of the cultured scaffold areas.  Fig 

(34).  
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Figure (32): (A, B) vWF staining of re-endothelialization Porcine scaffold using 
hMVEC alone or in coculture with fibroblasts at ratio of 1:1. (C, F) Von Gison 
staining for collagen fibers in both decellularized and re-seeded scaffolds. (D, G)  
H&E staining of decellularized and re-seeded scaffolds. (E, H) Pentachrom 
staining of decellularized and reseeded scaffolds.  
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Figure (34): Immunofluorescence staining of re-seeded cardiac tissues with CD90 
(MSC marker), vimentin (fibroblast Marker), Troponin t (cardiac marker) along a 
period of 6 weeks culture. Upper line, vimentin showed minimum labeling at week 
1 , which was significantly increased by week 3, and at week 6 was more intense. 
Lower line represent MSC fate throughout the 6-week culture, indicating gradual 
differentiation toward cardiac cells as troponin t increases at week 3 and doubles at 
week 6. 

Figure (33): functional coagulation assay for porcine re-endothelialized tissue 
Preferral blood plasma was injected in the vasculature of decellularized and in re-
vascularized tissue. Right side graph showed changes in pressure through  
out the experiment, in decellularized, re-endothelialized tissues and cadaveric. 
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Chapter (5) 
Discussion 
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Discussion: 
According to word health organization (WHO), global death is attributed to 

cardiovascular diseases yearly (1). Worldwide it’s the number one cause of death, 

especially in low and middle-income countries. Heart failure (HF) is one of the most 

common heart diseases as it’s estimated that 38 million of global population with 

increased age (>65 years old) are suffering from HF.  These patients suffer poor quality 

of life, and frequent requirement of medical care involvement that causes billions of 

dollars a year (1,2).  While some cases of heart failure could be resolved by artificial 

mechanical instrument, the majority still required heart transplantation with long 

waiting list for a donor.  Even with the donor availability, the recipient will face 

problems such as rejection and lifelong immunosuppressant intake.  Alternatively, the 

bioengineered cardiac tissue or myocardium, using the patient own stem cells provides 

a solution to overcome transplantations hurdles. In heart failure, the myocardium 

progressively loses its contractile function due to fibrosis, necrosis and extracellular 

matrix degradation and remodeling (3).  Many researchers attempt to reverse this 

remodeling partially, by injecting contracting cardiac cells and biomaterial (2,3). In 

2014 Chong and Murray showed that human embryonic stem cell- generated 

cardiomyocytes can re-muscularized a lesion in monkey infarcted heart for three 

months however, ventricular arrhythmia on the engrafted primate was observed later 

(3).  In another study, researchers injected alginate biomaterial (as Matrigel) 

intracoronary in small animal models, but with limited myocardium remodeling results 

(2).  Under the same principal, many scaffold material and different cells have been 

used to regenerate myocardium tissue, yet it fails to fulfill the successful tissue 

engineering requirements; biocompatibility with cells, biodegradability in host tissue 

allowing new cells growing, consistent mechanical properties, and right scaffold 

architecture (5,7). Although, some artificial scaffold with anisotropic behavior was 

used with cardiac cells to regenerate myocardium tissue, it fails to match the native 

cardiac fiber architect.  Native myocardium is composed of alignment of collagen fibers 

and myosin that possess mechanical and electrical anisotropic differences across the 

heart depending on wall thickness (7). Since this property clear to be important for 

functional cardiac tissue, it’s important to replicate this feature in any replacement 

engineered myocardium (6).  In that path a group in Harvard medical school established 

a honeycomb porous synthetic scaffold  seeded with rat neonatal myocytes to overcome 
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the structural limitations by other scaffolds (4). The resultant product was able to 

closely match the native myocardium properties in term of alignments, stiffness and 

mechanical properties, but with limitation in scaffold thickness manipulation. In most 

of the above studies, the resultant contractile structure last for short period of time, due 

to poor neovascularization, thus less nourishment to meet cardiomyocytes demand and 

survival (8). Artificial scaffolds constrained by long term functional graft, as it lack the 

ideal architecture and mechanical properties of physiological scaffolds. For successful 

myocardium generation and clinical application, it’s important that scaffolds establish 

the physiological tissue mechanical properties and shape to allow immediate perfusion 

upon implantation. Many studies explained the optimal mechanical scale and 

physiological environment for cardiomyocytes survival and functionality (9,10). Most 

of which comply with physiological scaffolds characteristics and dimensions, in term 

of micro and macro architecture, ECM content, and perusable vasculature bed (13) 

 

5.1 Decellularization:  
 In this study, an optimization of decellularization protocol was carried out to establish 

a bio-artificial cardiac patch. Therefore, (i) decellularization of a native heart tissue 

from rat and porcine using standardized protocol was preformed. (ii) Scaffold quality, 

ECM content and structure was analyzed. (iii) Porcine iPSc line was establishment, 

differentiated toward cardiac cells using established protocol, and differentiation of 

human iPSc to cardiac cells using protocol provided by Kadari et.al (2015), (iv) Finally, 

re-vascularization using co-culture of endothelial cells and fibroblasts allowed (v) 

testing the functionality of vascularization using coagulation assay showed a reduction 

in coagulation and clotting. (vi) Re-seeding the cardiac scaffold with three different cell 

lines facilitate the generating of contractile cardiac patch.  

In a small-scale rat model, following a decellularization protocol established by ott.et.al 

2008 (15), hearts were decellularized successfully resulting in cells, and nucleic acids-

free scaffold. Thereby a biocompatible three-dimensional structure with intact 

perfusable vasculature was generated. Aortic ligation of hearts is a key step for 

successful decellularization as it is important to ensure the flow through coronaries in 

order to facilitate that decellularizing solution reaches all scaffold areas. This explains 

the decellularization and cells removal of peripheral parts of the heart in the first 2 hours, 

proceeding towards center with time. Extracellular matrix content was the main concern 
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for many researchers, when choosing the appropriate decellularization detergent type 

and exposure time (11,12). Since ECM represents the secreted product of cells and 

provides cues for cells proliferation, migration and differentiation, the used 

decellularizing agent should exerts a maximum cell removal with minimum ECM 

composition and ultrastructure damage as possible in order to result in a functional 

scaffold (13). Choosing a suitable agent and tailoring the protocol and exposure time 

are requirements to achieve a cell-free scaffold with minimized ECM disruption. 

Although sodium dodecyle sulfate (SDS) showed an ultrastructure disruption and some 

elimination of growth factors, it was found to be the most effective anionic detergent 

in removal of nuclei material from dens tissues and organs such as kidneys and heart 

compared to Triton X 100. Moreover, SDS was more effective in removing cell 

residuals compared to other detergents. 

In an attempt to compare alternative less toxic detergent, sodium deoxycholate was 

used in porcine heart decellularization in parallel with SDS, following the standardized 

parameters of rat tissue.  With SDO decellularized tissue, cell removal was very slow 

and partial, followed by a steady state of no further cells disruption or removal, 

explaining light pinkish color appearance of scaffold after 14 days of decellularization. 

Furthermore, recorded flow rate throughout the procedure, also reflects a steady state 

range between 50-68 ml/minutes indicating a pressure building inside the vessels due 

to cells blocking the flow. In addition, H&E staining indicated that only 60 % of cells 

were removed, with some cells and nuclei retention in different areas. On the other hand, 

SDS decellularized hearts, showed rapid cell removal and faster changes in tissue 

appearance and complete whitening by day 3 indicating a successful decellularization. 

This was confirmed by the increased recorded flow rate, which reached maximum of 

160 mL/minutes at day 10, that suggested continued cell removal and the decrease of 

internal pressure and resistance inside the heart chambers. In addition, H&E staining 

for both rat and porcine scaffolds showed an almost complete cells removal by the 

absence of cells and nuclei compared to cadaveric tissues.  DNA quantification 

demonstrated the loss of more than 95 % of DNA in decellularized scaffold. Although 

TritonX-100 was used along with SDO in decellularization, yet this has not enhanced 

cell removal process.  This meant that the key in choosing a decellularizing agent for 

an organ as the heart, is using a powerful cell membrane disruption agent to ensure 

good decellularizing process as mentioned in (13) The effect of SDS on ECM 

ultrastructure was considered as well; therefore, a series of different exposure times 
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was tested to identify the optimum outcome with less exposure time compared to SDS. 

In Ott protocol (2008), SDS was perfused in the heart scaffold for 6-7 consecutive days 

followed by TitonX-100 for 24 hours and PBS- for 5 days (16).  Here, the SDS was 

used for only 3-4 days followed by TritonX-100 for 24 hour and PBS- for 7 days 

without affecting the quality of the resultant scaffold.  In conclusion, with thick tissues 

like myocardium, SDS was solely the most effective detergent to remove cellular 

component (antigenic proteins, DNA, lipids) and conserving extracellular matrix. With 

slight manipulation in detergent tissue exposure time, more ECM proteins and essential 

growth factors can be revived.  This was the baseline to decellularized myocardium in 

many studies, beside other techniques to alternate with, such as tissue freeze and thaw 

that allowed cell membrane disruption or alternating washes with water to create tissue 

hypotonic shock, thus less SDS-tissue exposure time (17).   

 

5.2 Extracellular Matrix: 
Extracellular matrix examination by histological staining showed the 

conservation of the major histoarchitecture. In addition, a detailed structure of 

collagen fibrils and their alignment was observed using SEM (fig 16).  Collagen and 

trichrome staining reflected a homogenous surface of collagen structure, which 

was devoid of cell.  Also staining for fibronectin and elastin showed a 

homogeneous surface of both with lower intensity compared to cadaveric, this 

was in parallel with other studies (17, 16, 19), which confirmed the preservation 

of most important matrisome proteins as fibrillin-1, collagen IV, collagen VI, and 

elastin. However, contradictory to studies by Weymann and Akhyari (20,21) that 

showed heterogeneous structure of collagen in tissue treated with 1% SDS while 

homogeneous structure in tissue treated with 4% SDO.  Surprisingly, in the same 

study, quantitative analysis, revealed a higher amount of elastin, laminin and GAGs 

in tissues treated with 1% SDS compared to those treated with 4% SDO.  In the 

present study, when comparing total sGAG in cadaveric, SDO-, and SDS-treated 

tissue, a reduction in about 30% of total sGAG content in SDO treated tissues, and 

40% in SDS treated tissue compared to cadaveric was observed (fig. 20). ). In 

Mirsadraee et al., SDS concentration was reduced 10 times then used in 

decellularizing a porcine myocardium along with  protease inhibitors, nucleases 

and hypotonic buffer sequentially with agitation. The resultant scaffold indicated 
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cell-free areas with retained cells basal membranes covering the surface, collagen 

and sGAG were also preserved (19). On the other hand, Weymann et al. used 4% 

SDS alone to avoid any physical, chemical, and enzymatic treatments, as it has 

been reported that these treatments caused disruption of normal ECM structures. 

(20). Therefore, it’s important not to use multimodal decellularization protocols 

to preserve mechanical stability for future cells seeding.  True other detergents 

and protocols preserve more sGAG, and ECM essential proteins (18), yet on the 

coast of less decellularization efficacy.  As long as there is uniform structure of 

collagen, laminin and elastin, to home and surrogate new cells, decellularization 

protocol should be approved.  In general, there is no decellularization protocol 

that doesn’t cause ECM disruption, with complete cell and DNA removal, but 

choosing the (i) right solution (ii) at the right concentration (iii) on the right tissue 

is important to take into account.  For each tissue or organ and species, a 

customized protocol must be established or tailored and must be optimized to 

yield a biocompatible scaffold for future seeding and clinical application. 

 

5.3 Differentiation of hiPSc in to Cardiac cells:  
In 2006, Takahashi & Yamanaka reprogrammed mouse somatic cells and tail fibroblast 

using transcription factors, namely Oct3/4, Sox2, c-Myc, and Klf4, and produced 

induced pluripotent stem cells. Later in 2007, they reprogrammed human skin fibroblast 

the same way and produced human induced pluripotent stem cells that can be 

differentiated into different lineages (22,23). Induced pluripotent stem cells hold huge 

promises in clinical applications, and cardiac regeneration. In myocardial infarction 

models, cardiomyocytes derived from induced pluripotent stem cells generated were 

used to treat infarcted areas, leading to improved cardiac function, enhanced cardio 

protection and provided homing and survival of infarcted tissue (24,25,26). Along with 

this research area, myocardium tissue engineering made good progress in employing 

induced pluripotent stem cell cardiomyocytes to repopulate different scaffold material 

in order to create functional cardiac tissue (27,28,29).  In the present study, combined 

approaches of creating porcine cardiac scaffold and the use of either differentiated 

human iPSc or porcine iPSc to cardiac cells in order to establish cardiac patch were 

focused on.  Two human IPSc cell lines were subjected to cardiac differentiation; IMR-

90-4 commercial cell line and ARiPs cell line, which was established by Edenhoffer 
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group through cellular reprogramming (30). The differentiation protocol adapted from 

Kadari.et.al  (31) is based on manipulation of canonical Wnt/β-catenin signaling of 

IMR-90 or/ ARiPs in 2D culture that yield to approximately 1X107 cardiac cells, 

starting with 1.8X106 iPSc. At day0, cells were expressing Oct4 gene indicating 

pluripotency state, when treated with BMP4/CHIR this resulted in up-regulation of 

mesodermal marker T-brachyury, for cardiac mesodermal specification, when cells 

were treated with Wnt inhibitor (XAV), early and late cardiac precursors markers ISL1 

and Nkx2.5, expressed respectively.   Subsequently, cells were matured to beating 

cardiac cells (for 160 days) expressing cTnT cardiac marker. The effect of insulin on 

cardiac differentiation was a concern in some studies, as it showed to slow down the 

effect on stage-specific action, namely mesoderm but not mesoendoderm (32).  

Therefore, insulin was omitted from day 1 for mesoderm induction and cardiac 

specification, then added back at day 7. Whereas, in the present protocol, insulin was 

not excluded during mesodermal induction, up until cardiac specification step, as it was 

shown that media with no insulin to start with would stress cell before cardiac 

specification step (31).  This could explain the modest expression of T-brachyury.at 

day 2, and the requirements of enrichment step for boosting the percentage of cardiac 

cells.  This was by suppressing the growth of other cells through omitting glucose from 

culture media and substitute with Lactate (31).   FACS analysis showed 90% cTnT-

positive cells when enrichment media was used, whereas only 39% cTnT positive cell 

were observed if no enrichment media was added. This was the case in both cell line 

IMR-90 and ARiPs and parallel to.  Findings were supported by immunostaining of cell 

using cardiac markers; Troponin t, Troponin c, and α Smooth muscle actin. The 

question whether to include or omit insulin in the beginning of differentiation remains 

unclear, as n enrichment step found to subject cells to further stress, specially post 

insulin minus steps.  Yet, the used protocol for differentiation (31) was successful to a 

big extent in our case and intensions. Moreover, it was applied on hiPSc in suspension 

culture (aggregates) and was able to yield beating aggregate within 7-10 days. Cardiac 

cells generated from hiPSc following the same differentiation protocol were used in re-

seeding biological (small intestine submucosa) and 3D beating cardiac patch that 

possessing physiological functionality successfully (33). In addition, the same cardiac 

cells were employed in the development of a flexible, porous 3D electrode (34) 

designed for future clinical applications. Overall, the hiPSc were successfully 

differentiated into a beating cardiac cells, which is found to be suitable for tissue 
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engineering purpose. In future, some modulation on differentiation protocol steps could 

be helpful to increase resultant cardiac cells number and specificity; cardiac cell type.      

5.4 Reprogramming of porcine fibroblast and iPSc generation 

 The second approach in cardiac patch generation was the use of porcine induced 

pluripotent stem cell generated cardiac cells to repopulate porcine myocardium and 

establish allograft model. No doubt that porcine is an outstanding model for most of 

biochemical studies and transplantation, as it’s very close to human among other 

species. For the same reason porcine iPSc would be an excellent source for creating 

clinical model, to be up scaled later into human. For this aim, reprogramming of porcine 

skin fibroblast generated a porcine induced pluripotent stem cell. Initial protocols of 

reprogramming involved retroviruses as a mode of transgene delivery (22,23), however, 

the produced iPSc were clinically restricted because of integrated transgenes that have 

the risk of tumor formation (38) or insertional mutagenesis (39). In addition, the 

negative effect of transgene re-expression on differentiation (40) potential and 

pluripotency (37). Alternative to these virus based protocol, other method for iPSc 

generation has been introduce to circumvent the genetic modification effect such as the 

use of microRNAs [44], Sendai virus (45), transposons [41], episomal plasmids [42], 

synthetic mRNA (43). However, these non-integrating strategies have limitation in 

terms of low efficiency, slow reprogramming kinetics, and poor reproducibility (46). 

Still, retrovirus and lentivirus are considered as the best methods in iPSc generation.  

Later the method of using one vector that carries the four transcriptional factors in one 

caste for transfection and iPSc production was established, and showed low risk of 

insertional mutagenesis (47). Thus, a method based on the same principle was used in 

this study to generate porcine iPSc. Following Kadari.et.al protocol (30), (37) that based 

on the use of single polycistronic excisable lentiviral stem cell cassette (STEMCCA) 

encoding four reprogramming factors Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc through and 

producing porcine iPSc.   

Herein, porcine iPSc were successfully produced in a serum-free system and satisfying 

the criteria of multipotency state predominantly naïve-state, and few prime-state. In 

2007, Brons et.al (49) isolated the first epiblast stem cells from mammalian embryos. 

Unlike ESC, these cells grew as flat compact colonies, and they were positive for Oct 

4, Nanos, and SSEA1. In addition, the cells were passaged by enzymatic single cell 

dissociation, showing good growing rate and were LIF dependent.  Later, another study 
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classified these epiblast stem cell in to two types depending on their pluripotency state; 

(i) Prime state, or (ii) Naïve state (51). Primed state cells displayed flattened colonies 

and expressed SSEA4, TRA-80, and TRA-61 markers, whereas the naïve state cells 

had round dome shape and express the SSEA1 surface marker. Both types were positive 

for Oct 4, and NANOG (50). In the present study, , cells displayed naïve state 

characteristics, morphology, and surface markers expression. When colonies were 

dissociated as single cells and propagated, part of the cells were on feeder free culture, 

particularly Matrigel, the other part was cultured on a feeder cells using LIF 2i media.  

The behavior of cells was contradictory among the two cultures as indicated in (53), as 

in feeder-free culture, cells started losing their pluripotency features expressing a flat 

shape and spikes that indicate the start of differentiation. Whereas, in feeder LIF 2i 

culture, cells appeared in a round dome shape with defined border line indicating their 

preservation of pluripotency state. This shape resembles mouse ESC in features and 

culture condition, and as indicated before, naïve-state pluripotent stem cells. This 

agreed with most of the porcine iPSc in other studies (48,49). Zhang et Al. were able 

to generate porcine iPSc by reprogramming porcine adipose tissue stem cells using 

drug-inducible expression of (Oct4, Sox2, c-Myc and Klf4), and the resultant cell line 

were naïve–like cells in a feeder and serum independent system (35). Here, cells were 

cultured all time on MEF cells in LIF 2i conditioned media except when cells were 

differentiated. When they were cultured on Matrigel, cells started losing their 

pluripotency features. This was not because of MEF-free culture only, perhaps also 

because of the absence of LIF. Since it has not been cultured in LIF 2i media (35), one 

cannot definitely claim that these cells were Feeder dependent but for sure LIF 

dependent, as its one of the hallmark of naïve state cells (53). Pluripotency markers of 

the current established porcine iPSc, were also similar to Naïve-state cell; as they were 

positive to OCt4, NANOG, and SSEA4 but negative to TRA-80, and TRA-61. These 

results were similar to most studies that established porcine iPSc lines. Some has more 

markers expressed (52) as TRA-80, TRA-61, and SSEA1 in addition to the above 

markers, however it was not clear whether their cells follow the prime state or naïve 

state criteria. Others classified their cells as prime-state cells, which explain their 

expression to SSEA1, TRA-80, and TRA-61, as it’s the classic marker for prime state 

cells (50).  In a third study, produces porcine iPSc line, which has both the prime-state 

and Naïve state characteristics; positive for NANOG, Oct4, Sox2, and weak or negative 

for SSEA4, TRA-80, and TRA-61 48). The diversity observed among studies, in 
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porcine iPSc surface markers expression; SSEA1, SSEA4, TRA-80, and TRA-61 can 

be explained by differences between antibodies used, and embryo developing stage at 

which marker expressed among different species. For example, in the mouse, SSEA1 

is expressed in the inner mass cell, whereas in human it is absence, but cells are positive 

for SSEA4, TRA-80, and TREA-61 (55,56). Because limited research focused on this 

point, this remains unclear. To add more complexity, those markers expressed in inner 

mass cell and in trophectoderm in bovine, the reason why these markers couldn’t be 

used to identify bovine ESC.   

Pluripotency of cells was demonstrated also by a positive Alkaline phosphatase test, 

and by their ability to differentiate to embryoid bodies and consequently up regulate 

genes corresponding to trophoectoderm or three germ layers; α-Fetoprotein  

(endoderm), Beta –II tubulin (ectoderm), and α-smooth muscle actin (mesoderm).  The 

results were encouraging to go further and test the ability of those cells to commit 

toward cardiac cell.  Despite the fact that different groups established porcine iPSc lines, 

none have achieved a full differentiated cardiac cells from 2D culture.  Most of these 

studies had attempt of cardiac differentiation through embryoid bodies’ formation (56).  

The cardiac regeneration in porcine model was focused on one path, which is injecting 

human iPSc (57) or porcine stem cells (58) into an infarcted ventricle to promote 

cardiogenesis through differentiation in vivo, mostly to endothelial cells. Herein, 

cardiac differentiation was induced following the same pathway as in human iPSc 

cardiac induction; first stimulating Wnt pathway  by BMP4 and CHIR then inhibiting 

by XAV 939.  Morphological change progression through differentiation resembles the 

human iPSc. In addition, cells were positive for the cardiac marker Troponin T, but no 

beating was observed indicating either immature state of cardiogenesis or that the 

formed myoblasts-like cells were fused and form myotubes and skeletal cells. Calcium 

concentration in the differentiation media also might not be enough to elicit beating or 

there was incomplete calcium transporter or regulator gene expression during 

differentiation. Further investigation would be required in that direction to overcome 

this obstacle. 

5.5 Re-endothelialization of cardiac scaffolds: 
One of the most important points in regenerating a tissue is to provide a sufficient 

nutrient supply for the reseeded cells to ensure survival and differentiation (59). This is 

achieved by re-endothelialization of decellularized tissue before introducing other 
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tissue-specific cells. Scaffold re-seeding started by delivering human endothelial cells 

in manner to ensure their deposition on the vascular conduit surfaces and the ventricular 

cavity, not to the parenchyma of the scaffold. It was demonstrated by one study that 

introducing rat endothelial cells through arterial and venous pathways in decellularized 

heart model, results in a good lining of coronary vessel conduits and proliferation along 

the vessel conduit walls (59). The same was observed in this study on rat model 

reflected by H&E staining and endothelial cell markers CD31, VE-Cadherin, and vWF. 

Moreover, due to retrograde perfusion a good endothelial cell survival rate was detected 

throughout the experiment with reduced apoptosis rate.  Due to the fact that the big 

surface area of porcine heart and large cell number needed for endothelialization only 

part of the heart tissue was used. As many studies confirmed the advantage of co-culture 

of fibroblast with endothelial cells, porcine decellularized cardiac scaffold was 

endothelialized in that manner (60). Fibroblasts found to support tubules formation 

during vascularization and fibroblast-derived proteins and growth factors promote 

endothelial cells sprouting, capillaries-like networks in vitro and maintain vascular 

integrity (61).  This was emphasized in the current study, when fibroblasts co-cultured 

with endothelial cells, more new blood vessel had regenerated compared to 

monoculture of endothelial cells (Fig.33).  In addition, with a decellularized scaffold, 

fibroblast augment the endothelial cells-lumen formation, by increasing the stiffness of 

extracellular matrix as noticed in (62). Positive endothelial cell makers and cells 

phenotype had to be confirmed by a coagulation reduction efficacy test, which reflected 

the growing of new boold vessels and contribute anticoagulation effect. Therefore, it 

was important to establish an assay to determine the thrombogenicity of scaffold after 

recellularization. In a re-endothelialized rat heart study, a thrombomodulin 

measurement assay was used for that purpose (59). This assay depends on colorimetric 

measurement of protein C activation and consequently thrombomodulin expression, 

hence anticoagulation stimulation (63). As pressure was determined thorough out 

decellularization and recellularization processes, it was a parameter to count on for 

coagulation measurement in that test. Pressure was measured after injecting peripheral 

blood plasma in to the vascular tree of decellularized, reendothelialized and native 

tissues allowing 10-12 min coagulation time, which was standardized in control 

experiment.  Highest pressure recorded in the decellularized tissue was reaching above 

500 +/- 4.55 mmHg after plasma injection, and because of that the cannula ligated the 

tissue was forced out indicating blockage. On the other hand, the recellularized tissue 
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recorded a maximum pressure around 160+/- 16.44 mmHg compared to cadaveric, 

which reached maximum pressure of 35 mmHg. These results refer to the reverse 

proportionality between the presence of endothelium and maximum pressure recoded, 

with the normal endothelium as in cadaveric recorded the lowest pressure. Although 

pressure was still high in the re-endothelialized tissue, the construct was able to prevent 

clotting to some extent compared to decellularized tissue, when plasma was injected in 

the vasculature. In future, thromodulin measurements; vessel anticoagulant efficiency 

marker, and/or protein C and other coagulation metabolite will be considered.  
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5.6 Re-seeding of cardiac scaffolds using human induced 

pluripotent stem cells generated cardiac cells, human 

endothelial cells, and Fibroblasts: 
The last part of cardiac tissue engineering was to deliver suitable cardiac cells. Cardiac 

regeneration in the past decade depended on stem cells injection into infarcted areas in 

an attempt to regenerate the damage cardiac tissue. While the potential of ESC and iPSc 

to differentiate into cardiac cell is undisputable, their origin presents challenges (65). 

ECS originate from inner mass cells that might consider an allogeneic when 

transplanted and may require immuno suppressants. iPSc originated from fibroblast 

reprogramming that can be used in an autologous fashion. While, the reprogrammed 

virus could integrate in the host raising the possibility of neoplastic transformation 

(65,66). Recent studies refine the generation of iPSc and overcome this risk by the use 

of episomal gene delivery, excisable transgenes, synthetic mRNA or cell-permeant 

recombinant proteins (66). Because of the large number of cells required for this 

purpose and the limited outcomes, PiPSc cardiac differentiated cells was eliminated 

from cardiac repopulation step. This was one aim of this study to create an active 

cardiac tissue within the same species (autogenic) and provide a line of clinical model 

to use a personalized iPSc for treatment.  Despite modest literature studies, time 

limitation and obstacles faced in generating beating porcine cardiac cell, it’s believed 

that a protocol fine-tuning of PiPSc cardiac differentiation would overcome this 

problem. Alternatively, hiPSc generated cardiac cells were used in a step toward 

allogenizing a xenograft by repopulating porcine cardiac tissue and successfully create 

a cell-matrix coupling with rhythmic beating. When this model was established first, it 

will set and standardized different culture issues and cell adaptation between two 

different species before moving further for auto transplantation within the same species. 

Although it was difficult to observe that in three-dimensional model because of tissue 

thickness,  it was detected in certain tissue areas under microscope.  Nevertheless, in 

two dimensional cell crowns culture 95% of the repopulated tissue area was conducting 

an unsynchronized beating that last up to 6 weeks at rate that varied between 30-95 

beat/ minutes.  The reason for this wide range in beating areas among 2D and 3D 

cultures is might be the scaffold surface geometry and folding, as cells in 3D scaffold 

were injected intramural, find their position and anchored on the first suitable contact 

point of ECM. Whereas, in 2D culture, because scaffolds were stretched around cell 
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crowns, this allow the complete exposure of ECM area with cell lacuni ready for new 

cells to be deposit and find the right tissue site. In both cases, human induced pluripotent 

stem cell-generated cardiac myocytes (hiPSc-CM) were growing in aggregates 

throughout the scaffold, which is not the case in a physiological cardiac tissue.  This 

may explain weak contraction forces in some areas of tissue and the diminishment of 

others. Another explanation could be the limited CM number, lack of cell gap junction 

and lack of cardiac conduction system.  Because cardiac fibroblasts has a crucial role 

in regulating electrical cardiac conduction and myocardial contraction response, co-

culturing of fibroblast with iPSc-CM was interesting to test in an attempt to improve 

construct electrical propagation and mechanical force.  

Not only fibroblast, but also mesenchymal stem cells were shown to improve 

ventricular function if injected in an infarcted lesion (66). This was not because of their 

trans differentiation to cardiac cells, but rather by their action thorough paracrine 

release of kinases or long-term inhibitory effect of Wnt signaling pathway that 

promotes antiapoptotic effect (69).  Another hypothesis suggested that mesenchymal 

stem cells stimulate the proliferation and differentiation of stem as part of their 

regenerative repertoire (64). Because of the clinical relevance of fibroblasts and MSC 

in cardiac repair, co-culturing of both fibroblasts and MSC along with iPSc-CM was 

important to be considered, for optimizing active cardiac function of the reseeded 

cardiac scaffold.  The resulted construct started unsynchronized beating rhythm after 

two days of 40+/- 1.3 beat/minute, which then synchronized within two weeks of 40+/- 

1.1-85+/- 1.4 beat/ minutes.  Moreover, histological studies showed alignment of cells 

in dense tissue architecture, in contrast to monoculture, which showed cell aggregate 

formation.  These results confirm the positive effect of fibroblasts and MSC in cardiac 

repair in agreement to previous studies (66,67,68), for example, infusing bone marrow 

MSC into an increase in left ventricular ejection fraction and reduced volume expansion 

cardiac lesion (70). This was believed that it is due to fibrosis reduction, and cardiac 

differentiation enhancement. Results of the current study demonstrated the 

disappearance of MSC by time post reseeding on scaffold; at week 3 about 20%, week 

6 less than 5% CD90 positive cells. Moreover, Troponin-t-positive cells reversibly 

increased with time to be 75% at week 6  in culture indicating the cardiac differentiation 

of MSC. These finding agree with the above studies confirming the role of MSC in 

cardiac repair. 
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 Fibroblast inclusion in culture helps not only in improving systolic function  (71), but 

also in neovascularization stimulation. This was the case here during the vascularization 

step, as hMVEC mono culture showed less neovascularization compared to a co-culture 

with fibroblast that indicate more positive endothelial cell markers and new vessels 

generation. In addition, fibroblasts thought to release cytokines, which in turn enhance 

tissue repair by diminishing cardiomyocytes’ death and augmenting new vessel 

formation.  

 
 
5.7 Assessment of cardiac construct function: 
 Functional test for the cardiac tissue were challenging, as thickness was a barrier to set 

for measurements in both measuring instruments; multichannel multielectrode array 

(MEA), and organ bath culture (DMT Myograph PL3504B16). However, in future new 

software and more sensitive electrode of MEA system will allow the measurements 

through the tissue.  So far, tissue under the microscope was observed on a daily basis 

for spontaneous beating monitoring and progression throughout the culture (Movie 1,2). 

Nevertheless, in parallel cardiac construct were established using standardized Biovasc 

scaffold that was vascularized with hMVEC then co-cultured with same cell types 

under same culturing condition.  The resultant construct could be characterized easily 

since it was detectable by MEA electrodes. A recorded spontaneous beating rate 

between 0.88 and 1.2 Hz, a conduction velocity of 23.9 ± 0.74 cm s−1, and a maximal 

contraction force of 0.453 ± 0.015 mN were detected (n = 7). Moreover, QT-interval, 

which is an important cardiac parameter, was characterized and drug respond test was 

carried out. Adrenalin recorded higher beating frequency comparing to normal tissue, 

whereas propranolol, showed a decreased beating frequency indicating resemblance 

with normal cardiac drug response (schurline.et.al). 
 

 

 

 
Conclusion: 

In the present study, perfusion decellularization of porcine hearts resulted 

in acellular scaffolds, using optimized decellularization method based on a 
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constant fixed pressure. The protocol was tailored to minimize the exposure time 

of tissue to decellularized detergent SDS; moreover, excessive washing after 

treatment to ensure scaffold free of any chemicals or cell debris. Major 

extracellular matrix components, such as collagens, elastin, and 

glycosaminoglycans, were preserved which is in line with similar data published 

in other species (Ott. et.al, Guyette et al.).  Proteomics will be carried out next not 

only for identification of remaining proteins preserved, but also identifying 

further cues and growth factors within ECM that may play an important role in 

recellularization process. Perfusion decellularized porcine heart matrices, 

contained less DNA than the currently accepted standard for implants, and could 

therefore be compatible with clinical transplantation. However, further studies on 

the absence of porcine leukocyte antigens, macrophage-response and chronic 

inflammation in the decellularized scaffold should be checked. 

The engineered porcine cardiac scaffold has an advantage of pre-repopulation of 

the vasculature with CD31-positive cells, lining the walls of the scaffolds 

microvasculature, that makes it comparable to the outcomes when a graft 

transplanted in human. In addition, the neovasculature helps in reducing 

coagulation and enhance another cell’s survival within the construct.  The absence 

of endothelium in reengineered tissue may provoke coagulation once blood is 

introduced. Therefore, establishing suitable microenvironment and vasculature is 

critical for enhancing the tissue survival and cells nourishment. Vukadinovic–

Nikolic et al. generated vascularized cardiac tissue, however due to the use of 

neonatal cardiomyocytes the tissue exhibit high beating rate of 200 beats/minutes 

(73).  Herein, hiPSc generated cardiac cells were used instead in a co-culture with 

MSC and Fibroblast yield in a rhythmic beating close to human physiological rate 

65-70 beats/minute.  Drugs and other physiological characterization for the 

construct functionality using the suitable devices and software for such a thick 

cardiac scaffold will allow the consideration of clinical application and 

toxicological studies.  

 Outlook:  

Future studies will be focused on the role played by ECM remaining after 
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decellularization in cell proliferation, migration, differentiation, and behavior, as 

it’s the source for all biomedical and biophysical cues needed. These cues are very 

important for directing specific tissue gene expression encounter for tissue 

engineering proposes.  It will be relevant to study the effect of single protein 

matrix components on hiPSc proliferation and differentiation and other cells long-

term survival, post scaffold reseeding.  Some studies demonstrate the effect of 

ECM on cardiac progenitor cells differentiation in general (75), others study the 

diversity among different tissue ECMs composition and how they can affect cells 

behavior in a different ways (74), yet, few showed a focused study on specific ECM 

components; normally collagen iV, Fibronectin, Laminin, or collagen III on cells 

differentiation and fate. Conducting such a protein specific hiPSc cardiac 

differentiation will improve the outcome of the cardiac tissue as well as 

guaranteed successes in functionality. It will be wise also, to sort different types 

of cardiac cells by hiPSc, and weather it represents the different cell types in 

human heart. Optimal heart function depends on many signaling moieties 

released in controlled manner by several cardiac cells (76).  For instance, 

myofibroblasts secrete growth factors and ECM components to maintain cardiac 

muscle post cardiac overload, ventricular and atrial cardiomyocytes, and possess 

different calcium homeostasis and excitation contraction coupling. Therefore, 

identifying cardiac cell types of differentiated iPSc is necessary to generate more 

functional cardiac tissue that can be used in pharmaceutical studies and also can 

be included in clinical studies. Beside, understanding cardiac cellular composition 

will allow better therapeutic development and enhances cardiac repair therapy. 

Although many attempts to survey heart cellular content in rat and mouse models 

have hindered with difficulties, recent techniques and genetic tests were 

successful to certain extent to analyze and identify cells using specific cell markers. 
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